

















Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1985
Number of Registered Voters 2,251
Polulation — 3,805
School District Tax $24.00
Town 4.4 9
County 1 .77
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Past Commander, American Legion Post No. 65
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Harold 0. Hall, Selectman
Renaldo Z. Azotea, Selectman
Herman, Selectman
Herman, Town Clerk
Donald E. Thomson, Treasurer
Wilfred C. Foote,Sr., Road Agt
.
Neal Kurk, Moderator
Sheila Bourbeau, Overseer of
Public Welfare







Bossie, Kelly and Hodes
Manchester , N .H
.
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986












John P.H. Chandler, Jr
Warner, District #7
Term Expires 1986
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
Robert L. Hyman , Weare
District #3




TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Raymond L. Rogers, Chairman
Raymond T. Eaton, Sr.
Robert G. Munro
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1987
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Barbara S. Osborne, Chairman
Terry M. Knowles
Melanie Knox
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986







Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1988




'niel J. Corsetti, Jr.Da
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires M^rch, 1986
Term Expires March, 1988
POLICE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF: Donald E. Thomson
SERGEANT: Wayne E. Thomson
PATROLMEN: M. Perry, P. Tillotson, J. Wallin, G. McDowell and
T. Reynolds
AUXILIARY: R. Eaton, C. Andrus and C. Carlsen
RED NETWORK OPERATORS
Florence Wheldon, Dispatcher
Kathy Rhodenizer Marilyn Thomson
BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
Gordon C. Brown, Chairman




Lloyd E. Bailey, II
Chester Rhodenizer
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986







Lloyd E. Bailey, II
Raymond Eaton, Sr.











































































DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDENS
Chester Rhodenizer












Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1987
PLANNING BOARD
Murray Wigsten, Chairman
James Nevins, Vice Chairman
Terry M. Knowles, Secretary





Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1988
SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
William G. Herman, Commissioner








Gordon Russell, Jr., Chairman
Alicia Walker, Secretary




Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1987





Walter B. Knox, III
Radley Betts
Suzanne Couhie
Term Expires March, 1987
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1986
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1988
Term Expires March, 1987
COMMUNITY NURSING SERVICE
Harold 0. Hall, Chairman
Jan Bidwell, Secy-Treasurer
Evelyn Reade, R.N.

















Term Expires March 1987
Term Expires March 1986
Term Expires March 1986
Term Expires March 1986
Term Expires March 1987
Term Expires March 1987
Term Expires March 1987
Term Expires March 1988
Term Expires March 1988
Term Expires March 1988
Term Expires March 1988
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Renaldo Z . Azotea
Donald E. Thomson
Wilfred C. Foote, Sr.




























BUILDING CODE/BUILDING INSPECTOR STUDY COMMITTEE
Ruth Jones Gordon C. Brown
Stephen Hewitt Joseph Kelley
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Arthur D. Brennan, Doris A. Brooks, Marie F. Campbell, Frederick
E. Cleveland, Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr., John J. Cummings, John J.
Downes, Albert S. Farmer, Evelyn E. Gage, Robert G. Hatfield,
Beverly M. Herman, Mary Jo Herman, Patricia A. Hewitt, Martin R.
Jenkins, Raymond J. Kelly, Terry M. Knowles, Joseph A. Lanctot,
Fred Lutz, Jr., Laura Z. Morgan, Carole M. Nevins, Eugene T.
O'Neil, John E. Palmer, Jr., David T. Roberge, Denise M. Roberge,
James A. Spring, Joseph Stewart, James C. Theos , Charles H. Toll,
James Torrisi, Yvonne G. Trovato-Johnson , James C. Wheat and
Sherilyn A. Young.
NOTARIES
Donna L. Bean, Virginia R. Bigwood, Nancy Brennan, Patricia T.
Butler, Donald R. Campbell, Marie F. Campbell, Pauline B.
Compagna, Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr., John J. Cummings, Lori A.
DeQuoy, Linda M. Dewey, Lorraine M. Dion, Evelyn E. Gage, Alan R.
Grimaldi, Bruce Y. Hadley, Robert G. Hatfield, Sandra L. Heino,
Beverly M. Herman, Mary Jo Herman, Patricia A. Hewitt, Martin R.
Jenkins, Terry M. Knowles, Doris L. Lanctot, Rachel L. Ledoux ,
Vicki A. L'Heureux, Verna G. Martin, Denise T. Methot, Judith
Molkentine, Laura Z. Morgan, Eugene T. O'Neil, Phyllis B. Palmer,
Leon A. Paulding, Thomas V. Pelletier, Eileen R. Rehm, Stuart M.
Richmond, Sandra L. D. Rigazio, Gail Silva, Janet L. Smith, Diane
L. Spring, James A. Spring, William R. Stafford, Joseph Stewart,
Judith M. Taggart, James C. Theos, Charles H. Toll, Jr., Carol E.
Townes , Yvonne G. Trovato-Johnson, Mabel P. Vaughn, Carl E.
Wenzel, Mildred G. Wenzel, Marilyn C. Weston, James C. Wheat,
Deborah L. Whittier, Russell G. Williams, Laraine L. Wilson,
Sherilyn A. Young, Janis M. Zalgenas and Gloria D. Zela.
TOWN WARRANT
March 11, 1986
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Weare in the County of
Hillsborough in said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Weare Town Hall in said
Town on Tuesday the 11th day of March, next at 10 of the clock in
the forenoon to act upon the following subjects.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote in favor of changing the term of
the Overseer of Public Welfare from one year to three years
beginning with the term of the Overseer of Public Welfare to
be elected at the 1987 Town Election.
NOTE: IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE VOTE OF TOWN MEETING OF MARCH 6,
1973, ARTICLES 3 THROUGH 40 WILL BE TAKEN UP AT AN
ADJOURNED SESSION OF THIS MEETING ON MARCH 15, 1986 AT
10:00 A.M. IN THE TOWN HALL.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
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Administrative Services -
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Parks and Recreation Commission
Damages and Legal Expenses




Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes
Debt Service - Principal







CC) Goffstown Probation Department
DD) Engineering Services
EE) Town Water System
4. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and the Town
Treasurer to borrow on behalf of the Town in anticipation of
taxes, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
5. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
receive and expend Federal and State Grants which may become
available during the course of the year and also to accept
and expend money from any other governmental unit or private
source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally
appropriate money provided; (1) that such grants and other
monies do not require the expenditure of other Town funds;
and (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and
moneys, ALL AS PROVIDED BY RSA 31:95b.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the Town
by Tax Collector's deed by public auction, advertised sealed
bid or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as
justice may require as provided under RSA 80:42, Sale of Tax
Liens/Tax Deeded Properties, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $60,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve Fund to be used
towards the closure of the Weare Landfill, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
sell any used or surplus Town equipment, or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to accept all trust funds given
to it during the year 1985 including, but not limited to
perpetual care funds for cemetery lot maintenance, or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $308,303.25 for the operation of the Weare Highway
Department including $124,758.68 for winter and summer main-
tenance, $73,133.16 for reconstruction, resurfacing and
sealing of roads, $10,000.00 for repair to bridges and
$100,411.41 for the general expenses of the department, or
to take any action in relation thereto.
11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$78,946.03 which represents the anticipated Highway Block
Grant Aid under New Hampshire RSA 235 for the maintenance,
construction and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways,
or to take any other action in relation thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 as the Town's share for the reconstruction
of River Road (Clough Road Section), or to take any other
action in relation thereto. The State of N. H., upon
passage of this article, will grant the State Matching Funds
of $30,000.00 to assist in the reconstruction project.
13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sura of
$42,000.00 for the purchase of a backhoe for the Highway
Department, and to authorize the withdrawal of $11,000.00
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund with
the balance to be raised by taxation.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $45,250.00 for the Weare Police Department, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$16,500.00 for the purchase of a new police cruiser and to
authorize the withdrawal of $3,300.00 for this purpose from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund with the balance to be
raised by taxes, or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
not to exceed $3,000.00 for the purchase of a computer for
the Weare Police Department, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,800.00 for the purpose of a radar unit for the
Weare Police Department, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. This appropriation shall be subject to
the receipt of Federal and State Funds of $898.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $54,400.00 for the operation of the Weare Fire
Department, including $43,000.00 for general expenses,
$2,000.00 for repairs and maintenance of the Town Fire
Stations, $6,600.00 for new and replacement equipment,
$1,800.00 for new tires for Fire Department vehicles and
$1,000.00 to join Goffstown and New Boston in the Cascade
System to fill Scott Air Packs and Tanks, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,200.00 for the installation of two overhead doors,
automatic openers, and to extend the door openings to full
10-foot widths at the Center Fire Station, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $130,000.00 for the purchase of a new fire engine for
the Weare Fire Department, or to take any action in relation
thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $30,000.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Weare Landfill, or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $50,000.00 to prepare, license and equip a Transfer
Station site for the Town's participation in the Concord
Regional Solid Waste Program, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
8
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $11,500.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Municipal Sewer Department, or to take any action in
relation thereto.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,457.00 for the operation of the Weare Public
Library, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,450.00 to repair and repaint the windows of the
Weare Public Library, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 for architectural fees for renovations and
additions to the Weare Public Library, or to take any action
in relation thereto.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,800.00 to make repairs to the Stone Memorial
Building, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,700.00 for:
Computer System Expansion $2,600.00
Chase Park Toilet Facilities 5,600.00
Welder 2,500.00
and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose
from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $500.00 to remark the north side boundary of the
Felch Farm Town Forest and to authorize the withdrawal of
this sum from the Town Forest Account.
30. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote taken under
Article 27 at the 1970 Town Meeting which prohibited the use
of logging skidders in the Town Forest, and further, to see
if the voters will approve skidder use in areas designated
as Weare Town Forest during the winter months, with super-
vision by the Weare Conservation Commission and consulting
local and State foresters, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
31. To see if the Town will authorize the Weare Conservation
Commission to designate and expend monies accrued in the
Town Forest Account as authorized by RSA 36-A:5 in the
following ways:
Use of Principa l: 1. up to 25% of principal added after
March 1, 1986 may be expended to maintain and improve Weare
Town Forest Lands; and 2. up to 25% of principal added
after March 1, 1986 may be expended for land protection and
preservation projects. Unused monies will be added to the
Town Forest Account principal.
All proposals offered by the Weare Conservation Commission
must be approved by a majority of the members of the Board
of Selectmen.
Use of Interest : Annual interest on principal accrued in
the Town Forest Account would be available for the following
projects
:
a. a Town-wide newsletter
b. trail building and maintenance in Town Forest areas
c. informational public meetings on general conserva-
tion issues
Expenditures of principal and interest monies will be
reported each year in the Town Report.
32. To see if the Town will receive the reports of the Town
Auditors and the Weare Finance Committee concerning semi-
annual tax collection for Weare, or to take any other action
in relation thereto.
33. To see if the Town will vote to establish a five-member
Weare Economic Development Authority, to be appointed by the
Selectmen, whose task will be to encourage the economic
development of Weare. Members of the Authority shall be
appointed to staggered three-year terms. Of the five
members, one shall be a representative of the Weare Chamber
of Commerce, one shall be a member of the Planning Board,
one shall be a Selectman, and two shall be from the general
public
.
34. To see if the Town will receive the Report of the Police
Department Study Committee, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
35. To see if the Town will vote to abolish the position of
Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen. (By Petition)
36. To see if the voters will amend the "Town of Weare Gravel
Ordinance by deleting Paragraph "2" of Section 3. A", and
substituting in lieu thereof the following new Paragraph 2:
(The Selectmen shall not grant a permit) . . .
"2. For any excavation to occur within (measured)
horizontally) (a) (i) one Hundred (100) feet of the
boundary or (ii) Five Hundred (500) feet of the
residence of any disapproving abutter; or (b) (i) within
Ten (10) feet of the boundary or (ii) One Hundred (100)
feet of the residence dwelling of any approving abutter
( in all cases there must be a maximum of 1 foot to 1-1/2
feet slope towards abutters line) unless reasonable
further approval is requested by said abutters."
(By Petition)
37. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to deed to Glendon Johnson certain property off
Old Fern Price Road, so called, known as Lot #10 in the
Huskie Subdivision located in Southwest Weare as recorded at
the Hillsboro County Registry of Deeds as plan #6118 former-
ly owned by him and acquired by the Town by Tax Collectors
Deed dated October 11, 1980 and recorded at the Hillsboro
County Registry of Deeds at Volume 2798, Page 172, but only




and/or penalty on same, legal fees, and upon payment of any
other cost incurred by the Town in conveying this property.
(By Petition)
To see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial, storage,
transportation and production of high level radioactive
waste in the Town of Weare, N. H., and State of New
Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an indepen-
dent investigation with full public participation into the
feasibility and prudence of the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE's) present plan to dispose of radioactive waste and
into the DOE's competence to carry out such a plan.
(By Petition)
To see if the Town will vote to rais
sum of $16,160.00 to be contributed
force to oppose the burial, storage,
production of high level radioactive
Weare and State of New Hampshire; a
to conduct an independent investigat
participation into the feasibility a
Department of Energy's (DOE's) prese
radioactive waste and into the DOE's
such a plan. (By Petition)
e and appropriate the
to an area-wide task
transportation, and
waste in the Town of
nd to call upon Congress
ion with full public
nd prudence of the U. S.
nt plan to dispose of
competence to carry out
40. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 24th day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred eighty-six.
William G. Herman
Renaldo Z . Azotea
Harold 0. Hall
SELECTMEN
A true copy of Warrant - ATTEST:
William G. Herman


















1 Town Officers Salary 18 ,200.00 17,949 .26 19,650.00
2 Town Officers Expenses 19 ,200.00 23,430.12 24.fil9.00
3 Election and Registration Expenses 1,500.00 1,46 5.33 6,000. on
4 Cemeteries 9 .100.00 9,953.32 in,R?.ft.nn
5 General Government Buildings 20 ,710.00 18,489.33 ?i,??5.on
6 &8gggggggK>K9t£g Administrative Services 50.323.00 60,225.07 fifi, 7^.60 U
in,?so.nn U7 Planning and Zoning 2 .500.00 3 .frig. 5
8 Legal Expenses 7,Q QQ.QQ 12,2 80 .25 10 ,000.00 P
9 Advertising and Regional Association 8. Q78 .Q0 JD_^3_3_3_^5_9. 18 , 574 . 47 -
10 Contingency Fund
11 Clerical Assistance/TC/TC 14 ,229.00 14,917.1? 17,500.00 -
12 Fees and Permits 16,000.00 16,041.50 16 , 50 0. -
13 Forest Fires 1,500.00 2, 926 . 83 2 ,5nn.nn.
lj Finance Committee 300.00 2 24 . 50 300.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department 33.380.00 36.412.67 45,2 50. Q Qi
16 Fire Department 32 ,?67.Q0 40,412.86 43 r ooo.oo ;-








Goffstown Probation Department l,462tQQ 1,462.43 1,488.15
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23
24
Town Maintenance 112,280.96 110,706.06 1?4,758.68
General Highway Department Expenses 65 ,000.00 7 3 , 39 2.04 100,411.41






Reconstructio n (861 , Resurface /Sealinc 25,QQQ.QQ 24,997.5,' 73,133.16
Bridge 1Q,QQQ.QQ 9,478.63 10,000.00
Highway Rl nr.k Grant Aid 82,1 40 .2 4 82,167.41 78,946.03.
River Road Project 15,000.00 15,000.00 15 ,000.00
Backhoe 42 ,000.00
SANITATION
31 Solid Waste Disposal Landfill 25,266.20 28,482.20 30 ,000.00
32 Garbage Removal







38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control 1,600.00 1 ,113.07 1.600.00
40 Vital Statistics 100.00 70.00 100.00
41
42 HUMAN SEBmCES
43 ConVal Counseling Center 2,861.00 2,861.00 2,970.00
XWRSflflffi St. Joseph Community Services 200.00
44 &fflraMK«tt(KK Town Poor 5,000.00 4 ,519.66 7,500.00.
45 Old Age Assistance 15,000.00 8,676.11 17,500.00
46 A^jta ftraafotedx Mediation Program 1,500.00 1,500.00 2 ,400.00,















3 Library Repairs/Architectural Fees
Ill-
Stone Memorial Building Repairs
r . S
.
' Chase Park Toilet Facilities
5 Fplch Farm Town "Forest N/S Boundary





















25, 457 . nn
18, 3 08. 00
l,3nn.nn





35 ,000.00 35.000.00 35.000.00
;g interest Expense • Long-Term Bonds & Notes
it j
g interest Expense • Tax Anticipation Notes
X
Fiscal Charges on Debt
X
i Principal - Short Term
2 Interest - Short Term
16,500.00 14,247,5 12. 106. on
60.000.00 53,635.92 50 r oon.nn
16.500.00 1 6 , 500.00 16 f soo .no
3, 5 QQ. QQ 2,832.88 1 f 406.nn
CAPITAL OUTLAY
p
>3 Capital Reserve Fund /Landfill Closure 60
f
ono.nn





Police Dept. Cruiser (part R.S.) 16,500 .00
Police Department Computer
'Q Police Department Radar Unit
3,non .oo
1.800.00
Fire Dept. Repairs and Maintenance 2,000.00 1.452.50 2,000.00
Fire Dept. New-Replacement Equipment 6,600.00 6 ,594.02 6,600.00
Fire Department Tires 1.800.00
Fire Department Cascade System 1 ,Q Q Q,Q Q
Fire Dept .Overhead Doors , Openers (86) etc 2 ,200.00 2.200.00 3,2QQ.00
MISCELLANEOUS
Municipal Water Department i.ooo.oo 47.30 1 , 1 00 . 00










Q00.00 1,602.85 2 ,500 .
n
o -
Engineering Services lr5QQ.Q0 6 f 650.00 11 f 670-Qn
R.S. Welder
R.S. Computer System Expansion
2 , 50 0.0
2 ,600.00
is TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 870
f
796.93 886,411 .Q? 1,382,770.5
Less Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 1 33) 688,QQ9 t Q3
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes) 694 .761 . 47
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF WE ARE , N.H.


















86 Resident Taxes 24 ,940.00 27 ,190 .00 27 ,000
87 ^<XHI>e4W5<Sl«XX»i&& Boat Tax 566.00 918 .00 750
88 Yield Taxes 18 ,000 .00 27 ,070 .00 20 ,000
89 interest and Penalties on Taxes 20,000.00 39,277 .00 20 ,000
90 Inventory Penalties
91 Land Use Charge Tax 11,030.00 7 ,500.
92 PociHon+- T3Y Ppnalt-.ies 350.00 376.00 350.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
93 Shared Revenue - Block Grant 115,000.00 111,428.00 110 ,000.
94 Highway Block Grant 82.140.00 82,140 .00 78 ,946
95 Railroad Tax 2.00 2.
96 State Aid Water Pollution Project 11 P 487.00 ll r 487.00 11.128,
97 Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land, 555.00 502.00 502.
98 Other Reimbursements











108 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 150,000.00 209,325.00 200 ,000.1
109 Dog Licenses 3,000.00 2,926.00 2,500.





114 Income from Departments 18,000.00 17,596.00 18 ,000. :
115 Rent of Town Property 1,350.00 1,077.00 1,000.1






120 Interest of Deposits 40 r 000.00 53.-941.00 9.0001
121 Sale of Town Property 60
P
000.00 20.033.00 100 ,000.
(
122 Police Dept Radar Unit (St/Fed Reimb) R98.(
123 Town Forest Account 500. (
124 Trust Funds 5.032.00 5 .032.00 3.500.C
125
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
126 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
127 Income from Water and Sewer Departments 10,500.00 12,569.00 ! 10 ,500.
C
128 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve





133 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 673,055.00 706 ,506 .00 688 ,009.0!
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The Selectmen are unable to determine the Fund Balance as
it may have been misstated in the previous Town Report.
William G. Herman, Chairman
Harold O. Hall












STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1985
The Selectmen are unable to determine the Fund Balance as
it may have been misstated in the previous Town Report.






NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK
7 WN OF WEARE NOTES $170, 000 . 00
Dated 3/7/1980
Due Princ ipal Pr:mci pal Interest Total
Date Ou tstanc ing Payment Payment Semi- Total
annual annua]
3/7/3 170, 000.
00: 1/81 170, 000. 00 4, 425. 00 4, 425.
7 /i/81 170, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 5, 531 . 25 15, 531. 25 19, 956. 25
1/1/32 160, 000, 00 5, 268 . 75 5, 268 75
7/1/82 160, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 5, 268. 75 15, 268. 75 20, 537. 50
1/1/83 150, 000. 00 4, 998. 75 4, 998 75
7/1/8 3 150, c : :
«
00 10, 000. 00 4., 998. 75 14, 998. 75 19, 997. 50
1/1/84 140, : : . 00 4, 721 25 4, 721 25
7/1/3 4 140, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 4, 721. 25 14, 271 25 19, 442. 50
1/1/85 130, 000. 00 4, 433 75 4 433 .75
7/1/35 130, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 4, 433 75 14, 433 75 18, 867 50
: : e c 120, 000. 00 4, 138 75 4 138 .75
7/1/36 120, 000, 00 10, 000 00 4, 138 75 14, 138 75 18, 277 50
1 1/8 7 110, 000 00 3 836 25 3 836 .25
7/1/87 110, 000. 00 10, 000 00 3, 836 25 13, 836 25 17, 672 50
1/1/8 8 100 000 00 3 523 .75 3 ,523 .75
7/1/88 100, 000 00 10, 000 00 3 523 .75 13 523 .75 17 047 50
1/1/89 90 000 00 3 203 .75 3 203 .75
7/1/89 90 000 00 10, 000 .00 3 203 .75 13 203 .75 16 407 .50
1/1/90 80 000 00 2 878 .75 2 ,878 .75
7/1/9 80 000 00 10, 000 .00 2 878 .75 12 878 .75 1 5 757 50
1/1/91 70 000 00 2 ,546 .25 2 ,546 .25
7/1/91 70 :;
:
00 10 000 .00 2 54 6 .25 12 546 .25 15 092 .50
1/1/92 60 r 000 ; 00 2 ,208 .75 2 ,208 .75
7/1/92 60 , 000 .00 10 000 .00 2 ,208 .75 12 ,208 .75 14 ,417 .50
1/1/93 50 , 000 ,00 1 ,863 .75 1 ,863 .75
7/1/93 50 , 000 .00 10 , 000 .00 1 , 863 .75 1
1
,863 .75 13 ,727 .50
1/1/94 40 ,000 .00 1 ,511 .25 1 ,511 .25
7/1/94 40 , 000 .00 10 ,000 .00 1 ,511 .25 1 ,511 .25 13 ,0 22 .50
1/1/95 30 , : : .00 I ,148 .75 1 , 148 .75
7/1/9 5 30 ,000 .00 5 ,000 .00 1 , 148 .75 6 , 148 .75 7 ,297 .50
1/1/96 25 ,000 .00 965 .00 965 .00
7/1/96 25 ,000 .00 5 ,000 .00 965 .00 5 ,965 .00 6 ,930 .00
1/1/97 20 ,000 .00 778 .75 778 .75
7/1/97 20 ,000 .00 5 ,000 .00 778 .75 5 ,778 .75 6 ,557 .50
1/1/9 8 15 ,000 .00 588 .75 588 .75
7/1/98 15 ,000 .00 5 ,000 .00 588 .75 5 , 588 .75 6 ,177 .50
1/1/99 10 ,000 .00 395 .00 395 .00
7/1/99 10 , ; o o .00 5 ,000 .00 395 .00 5 ,395 .00 5 ,790 .00
1/1/2000 5 ,000 .00 198 .75 198 .75
7/1/2000 5 ,000 .00 5 ,000 .00 198 .75 5 , 198 .75 5 ,397 .50
Note: 1 5t oayinen t 144 da'/s 360 bon 3 year
Fully re<gister sd notes
SEWER PROJECT
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NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK
1979 SERIES B
TOWN OF WEARE
Date Principal Principal Interes t Total
Due Outstanding Payment Payment
1/1/80 $239,000.00 $6, 196 .87* $ 6 196 .87
7/1/80 $29, 000 .00 7,436 .25 36 436 .25
1/1/81 210,000.00 6,493 .75 6 ,493 .75
7/1/81 $25,000 .00 6,493 .75 31 493 .75
1/1/82 185,000.00 5,681 .25 5 ,681 .25
7/1/82 $25,000 00 5, 681 ,25 30 681 .25
1/1/83 160,000 .00 4,868 .75 4 .868 .75
7/1/83 $25,000 .00 4,868 .75 29 868 .75
1/1/84 135,000.00 4,056 .25 4 ,056 .25
7/1/84 $25,000 00 4,056 25 29 056 .25
1/1/85 110,000.00 3,243 .75 3 243 .75
7/1/85 $25,000 00 3,243 75 28 243 .75
1/1/86 85,000.00 2,431 .25 2 431 .25
7/1/86 $25,000 00 2,431 25 27, 431 .25
1/1/87 60,000.00 1,700 00 1 700 .00
7/1/87 $25,000 00 1,700 00 26 700 .00
1/1/88 35,000.00 1,000 .00 1 000 .00
7/1/88 $25,000 .00 1,000 00 26 000 .00
1/1/89 10,000.00 287 .50 287 .50
7/1/89 $10,000 00 287 50 10 287 .50
TOTALS $239,000 .00 $73,158 .12 $312 158 .12
*Accrued Interest = $1, 239.38
Represents - Highway Grader $70 000
Fire Truck 59, 700
Town Office 30 300
Vault 8, 000
Town Shed 33 000
Roads 38, 000
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Descript ion
Town Hall, land and buildings
Contents
Stone Memorial Bldg. (Historical Soc)
Library
Land (Stone Mem Bldg & Library)
Library Contents
Police Department (eguipment)
Fire Dept, land & buildings
Contents
Highway Dept (garage on Gregg Rd . )
Eguipment
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds
Water Supply Facilities (owned by Town)
Sewer Plant & Facilities
Schools, land & buildings
Eguipment & contents
Town Office Bldg (old H.S.) 1 & b
Eguipment & furniture
Old ShoD Bldg (Sugar & Spice School)
Land n/s Gould Road
Cemeteries
Value

















112 , 370 .00
155 950 .00
31 , 500 .00
56 ,400 .00
2 ,950 .00
56 , 200 .00
$2,910,270.00
All lands and buildings acguired through Tax Collector's deeds
Town Forest (664.52 acres
E/S Poor Farm Road (32 ac
Remainder Goodwin Estate
Tax map #1564)








N/S Rt . 77 & s/s
map48 1st range (8,9 ac. tax
(7.71 ac. tax map #2307 )
Lot 5 (.66 ac tax map #2430)
( .28 ac. tax map #1398 )
Johnson) (4.26 ac tax map #150
Road (105.12 ac . tax map #1563
Hill (19.3 ac. tax map #2505




E/S River Rd (Pepin Lot
Tavern Village (Rowell)
E/S Rt. 77 So. (tax map
S/E corner Rt . 77 So. /Colby Rd
S/S Perkins Road (15.9 ac. tax
E/S Rt . 114 No. (Hamel tax map
NW/S Rt. 77E (old dump site 31
S/S Reservoir Dr. at Lake (tax
Craney Hill (12.84 ac . tax map
Bog Hill Lot 2 (York 1.81 ac
.
(4.9 ac tax map #236












Deer ing/Weare line Lot A
N/S Mountain Rd . (319.77
Mountain Rd . (so. div. 43.7
Blake lot 21 (1.93 ac
.
tax
Blake lot 22 (2.42 ac tax
Peacock Hill Subd. Lot 22 (
Peacock Hill Subd. Lot 23 (
W/S Chuck St. (Ingalls tax
Old New Boston Rd . ( ta>: map
(tax map #2937
ac . tax map #1577 )
6 ac . tax map #157
map #864)
map #865)
Gibbons tax map #1




































East Shore Lake Horace (Peaslee tax map #2025) 250.00
Rt. 77/114 (Romanos Est. 17.29 ac . tax map #699) 16,150.00
Rt. 77/114 (Romanos Est. 42.2 ac . tax map #2441) 47,150.00
Bog Hill Lot 3 (Hejo tax map #462) 5,600.00
E/S River Rd . No. (tax map #420) 500.00
Oak Hill Road (Williams tax map #1416) 68,550.00
E/S Forest Road, Off Rte. 77 (tax map #1002 13,750.00
Corner Rte. 77 (tax map #309) 6,950.00
$573, 130.00
Lands under Trustees of Trust Funds
( Emma Sawyer
)
S/S Forest Rd . (27.25 ac . tax map #1479) $8,000.00
*****
INVENTORY OF TAXABLE PROPERTY
Land (improved and unimproved) $25,783,534
Buildings 54,587,853
Public Utilities 1,243,360
Manufactured Housing (201) 2,073, 520
Blind Exemption $ 26,100 (2)




Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate
is computed: $85,842,167
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $1,091,098
Less: Revenue and Credits 735,241
Net Town Appropriations 355,857
Plus: Net School Tax
Assessment 2,115,691
County Tax Assessment 156,012
TOTAL: TOWN, SCHOOL, COUNTY 2,627,560
Deduct
:
Business Profits Tax Reimbursement $ 72,736
Add:
War Service Credits 22,450
Overlay 20, 310
Property Taxes to be raised: $ 2,597,584
Tax Rate - Valuation $85,842,167 x Tax Rate = $30.26




1985 Entitlement #16 Received +50,294.00
1984 Appropriations Paid -1,501.43
1984 Appropriations to Revenue Sharing
Fund Balance +672.00
1985 Appropriations Paid -59,917.61
1985 Balance of Appopriat ions to be expended
in 1986 -30,550.14
1985 Interest Earned +6,319.22
1986 Entitlement #17 Expected + 25,607 .00
Revenue Sharing Funds Unencumbered





REPORT OF TOWN CLERK





7 Town Maps sold
1 Composite Map sold
Filing Fees:
Dog Licenses:
1984 Licenses - 11 $ 13.80
1985 Licenses - 615 2,592.05
1985 Group Licenses - 15 245.64
$2,851.49
Less: Fees retained for State
Veterinary Diagnostic Clinic -320 . 50
$2,530.99
Dog License Penalties 273.00
Dog Tag Replacements .40
Dog Fines 122.00 2,926.39
Photocopies: 351.60
Protest Fees and Miscellaneous: 358.47
Miscellaneous Town Clerk Fees: 3,552.00
Total amount remitted to Town Treasurer $216,525.21
NOTE: During calendar year 1985, the following amount was re-
mitted directly to the State Treasurer from marriage license fees
collected
:
40 Marriage Licenses issued @ $13.00 $ 520.00
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RECORD OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 12, 198 5
The annual Town Meeting of the Town of Weare was called to order
at 10:00 a.m. by the Moderator, Neal M. Kurk. The pledge of
allegiance to the flag was led by children from the Cornerstone
Learning Center who were in attendance to observe the opening of
Town Meeting. The Moderator read Articles 1 through 4 of the Town
Warrant and the School District Warrant for the election of School
District officers.
The ballot boxes were inspected by the Selectmen and declared to
be empty. The ballot boxes were locked by the Moderator who then
stated that absentee ballots would be cast at 3:00 p.m. in accord-
ance with the law. The polls were declared open at 10:10 a.m. and
the Meeting proceeded to ballot for Town and School District
officers and to vote on Articles 2, 3 and 4.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST 291
FOR SELECTMAN - 3 year term
Harold 0. Hall 227
Scattering 8
FOR ROAD AGENT - 1 year term
Wilfred Foote , Sr. 263
Scattering 2
FOR OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE - 1 year term
Sheila A. Bourbeau 241
Scattering
FOR AUDITOR - 3 year term
Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr. 233
Scattering 3
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE LIBRARY - 3 year term
Dorthea M. O'Neil 248
Scattering 1
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS - 3 year term




FOR TRUSTEE OF THE CEMETERIES - 3 year term
Terry Knowles (write-in) 21
Donald Rogers " " 8
Raymond Eaton " n 7
Scattering 24
26
FOR BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
Member of Fire Department - 3 year term
Raymond T. Eaton, Sr. 261
Scattering 2
FOR BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
Non-Member of Fire Department - 3 year term
James Spring (write-in) 10
Donald Rogers " " 7
Gordon Brown " " 5
Scattering 26
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote in favor of changing the
term of the Road Agent from one year to three years beginning with





ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to amend the existing
Town of Weare Building and Permit Ordinance pursuant to New
Hampshire RSA 675:3 to allow the Town of Weare to participate in
the National Flood Insurance Program as recommended by the Plan-





ARTICLE 4. Do you favor designation of Perkins Pond Marsh as a
Prime Wetland as provided in RSA 483-A:7? The Marsh is located
south of Route 149 and north of Mt . Misery, encompasses wetland
properties established by the State of New Hampshire as a wildlife
management area and is described in documents and maps filed with
the Town Clerk as reguired by RSA 675:7.
Yes 224
No 47
The polls were closed at 7:03 p.m. by the Moderator and ballots
were counted. At 8:05 p.m., Raymond Kelly, School District Moder-
ator, read the results of the School District election. The Town
Moderator then read the results of the Town election and the vote
on Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Town Warrant.
A motion was made and seconded to recess the Meeting to Saturday,
April 6, 1985 at 10:00 a.m. at the Weare School Gymnasium. The
vote was affirmative. The Meeting was declared recessed at 8:20
p .m
.
At 10:05 a.m., Saturday, April 6, 1985, the recessed Town Meeting
was called to order by the Moderator, Neal M. Kurk. The pledge of
allegiance to the flag was led by Harold O. Hall. The Meeting was
asked to stand to hear the reading of town residents who had died
since last Town Meeting. This was followed by a moment of silence.
The Moderator read the results of the Town and School District
elections held Tuesday, March 12, 1985.
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The Moderator stated the rules of order for the conduct of thej
Meeting. He introduced the Town Officers and members of the
Finance Committee.
William G. Herman, Selectman, gave the State of the Town address.
Thi-> was followed by remarks by Harold 0. Hall, Selectman. The
Selectmen then presented engraved plagues to the following people:
Forrest Esenwine, former Selectman
Kenneth Glaude, former Selectman
Malcolm Purington, former Selectman
Doris Nelson, former Overseer of Public Welfare
Edith Foote, former Overseer of Public Welfare and
Secretary of the Planning Board.
Mr. Herman announced that the Boston Post Cane will be presented
to Leon Reade at his home in the near future.
William Herman moved that each article in the Warrant be read as
it is taken up. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of same:
A. Town Officers' Salaries
B. Town Officers' Expenses
C. Elections and Registrations
D. Government Buildings and Grounds
E. Administrative Services -
Selectmen's Office
F. Clerical Assistance -
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office










0. Municipal Sewer Department
P. Parks and Recreation Commission
Q. Damages and Legal Expenses
R. Advertising and Regional Associations
S. Social Security
T. State Unemployment
U. Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes
V. Debt Service - Principal







DD. Municipal Water Department
EE. Fourth of July Parade
William G. Herman moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$467,628.04 under Article 5. The motion was seconded. Mr. Herman
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read a breakdown of the amounts of items A through FF totaling the
sum of $467,628.04.
Stetson Hunt, Chairman of the Finance Committee, moved to amend
the amount raised and appropriated under Article 5 to $452,328.04,
a reduction of $15,300.00. The motion was seconded.
Mr. Hunt then changed his amended amount to $451,728.04, a reduc-
tion of $15,900.00. The second concurred with this change. The
Finance Committee recommended the following items be reduced by
the amount listed below:
B. Town Officers' Expenses $ 2,000.00
D. Government Buildings and Grounds 1,900.00
E. Administrative Services -
Selectmen's Office 9,950.00
H. Forest Fires 1,500.00
Y. Conservation Commission 250.00
EE. Fourth of July Parade 300.00
Total Reduction $ 15,900.00
After lengthy discussion of the reductions proposed by the Finance
Committee and the impact on the 1985 tax rate, a standing vote was
taken on the amended amount of $451,728.04. The result of the
vote :
Yes - 54; No - 23
The vote on the amendment was affirmative. Burton Brown moved the
guestion. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
The vote on Article 5 as amended was affirmative.
A. Town Officers' Salaries $ 18,200.00
B. Town Officers' Expenses 19,250.00
C. Elections and Registrations 1,500.00
D. Government Buildings and Grounds 20,710.00
E. Administrative Services -
Selectmen's Office 50,322.72
F. Clerical Assistance -
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Office ' 14,229.00
G. Fees and Permits 16,000.00
H. Forest Fires 1,500.00
I. Insurance 49,608.00
J. Emergency Answering Service 9,710.00
K. Cemeteries 9,100.00
L. Street Lighting 2,066.00
M. Human Services 31,500.00
N. Memorial Day 300.00
O. Municipal Sewer Department 9,610.00
P. Parks and Recreation Commission 16,750.00
0. Damages and Legal Expenses 7,000.00
R. Advertising and Regional Associations 8,078.00
S. Social Security 22,000.00
T. State Unemployment 3,000.00
U. Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes 60,000.00
V. Debt Service - Principal 51,500.00
W. Debt Service - Interest 20,000.00
X. Planning Board 2,500.00
Y. Conservation Commission 832.32
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Z. Finance Committee 300.00
AA. Animal Control 1,600.00
BB. Vital Statistics 100.00
CC. Civil Defense 1,500.00
DD. Municipal Water Department 1,000.00
EE. Fourth of July Parade 500.00
FF. Goffstown Probation Department 1 , 462 .00
$451,728.04
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and
the Town Treasurer to borrow on behalf of the Town in anticipation
:>f taxes; said loans to be payable from taxes from the year 1985
and to issue notes therefore in the name of the Town at such rate
of interest and payable at such time and place within one year as
the Selectmen may decide.
Harold O. Hall moved Article 6 be . accepted as read. The motion
was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to accept gifts and/or Federal or State Aid in the name of the
Town of Weare , and to appropriate the same to the payment of pur-
noses for which it constitutes reimbursement, or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
Harold 0. Hall moved Article 7 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the Town
by Tax Collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed
or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as
justice may require. (As provided under RSA 80:42, Sale of Tax
Liens/Tax Deeded Properties).
Harold O. Hall moved Article 8 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded
.
Forrest Esenwine moved to amend Article 8 by adding the following:
Except for any parcels of land 5 acres or larger, if land only, or
10 acres or larger, if a dwelling is present. Such parcels may
only be conveyed after conducting a published public hearing, and
then specifically authorized by a vote of the Town at its annual
meeting. Said amendment to be in effect until otherwise rescinded
by a vote of the Town at its annual meeting.
The motion to amend was seconded. The vote on the amendment was
affirmative. The vote on Article 3 as amended was affirmative.
\RTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept all trust funds
jiven to it during the year 1984 including but not limited to
perpetual care funds for cemetery lot maintenance, the Emma Sawyer
Trust Fund, and the Corliss Cemetery Trust Fund.
rold 0. Hall moved Article 9 be accepted as read. The motion
-</as seconded.
rrv Knowles informed the Meeting that the Corliss Cemetery Trust
r ind represents money given to the Town by the Weare Junior His-
torical Society for the preservation of this cemetery.
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The vote on Article 9 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $106,280.96 for summer and winter maintenance of the
highways or to take any other action in relation thereto.
William Tiffany, representing Wilfred Foote, Road Agent, moved to
raise and appropriate $116,280.96 under Article 10. The motion
was seconded
.
Stetson Hunt, Chairman of the Finance Committee, moved to amend
the amount to $112,280.96. The motion was seconded. The vote on
the amendment was affirmative. The vote on Article 10 as amended
was affirmative.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $65,000.00 for the general expenses of the Highway De-
partment or to take any other action in relation thereto.
William Tiffany moved Article 11 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 11 was affirmative.
William Herman moved to authorize the Highway Department to sell
some of its used eguipment with the funds received to be applied
toward purchasing updated equipment for the Highway Department.
The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00 for repair to bridges or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
William Tiffany moved Article 12 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 12 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $82,140.24 which represents the anticipated Highway Block Grant
Aid under New Hampshire RSA 235 for the maintenance, construction
and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways.
William Tiffany moved Article 13 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 13 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $25,000.00; $10,000.00 for road sealing of town roads
and $15,000.00 for the resurfacing of town roads or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
William Tiffany moved Article 14 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 14 was affirmative.
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RTICLR 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 to go with State Matching Funds of
5 30,000.00 (2 to 1) to complete the reconstruction of River Road
(Clouqh Road Section) or to take any other action in relation
thereto
.
Wil am Tiffany moved Article 15 be accepted as read. The motion
was < >conded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 15 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $48,133.16 for the reconstruction of Quaker Street for
a distance of 1.5 miles beginning at Route 114 or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
William Tiffany moved Article 16 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
Stetson Hunt stated this amount does not include labor; this is
material only.
The vote on Article 16 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 17. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to appro-
priate for the purchase of a new Highway Department truck(s) and
authorize the withdrawal of $10,000.00 for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund with the balance to be raised by tax-
ation .
William Herman moved the Town appropriate the sum of $15,000.00
for the purchase of a new one-and-one-half ton, 4x4 dump-body
truck with plow attachments for the Highway Department and author-
ize the withdrawal of $10,000.00 for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund with the remaining $5,000.00 to be raised by
taxat ion
.
The motion was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with
this art icle .
The vote on Article 17 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 for the purpose of paving the Gregg Road to
the landfill. (Petition Article)
Stetson Hunt moved to dismiss Article 18. The motion was seconded
and the vote affirmative. Article 18 was dismissed.
ARTICLE 19. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the paving of Ridgeview Road, or to take any
other action in relation thereto. (Petition Article)
William Swansburg moved to raise and appropriate $48,000.00 under
Article 19. The motion was seconded.
Robert Munro moved to place this article on the 5 year plan and
that it be considered for this action during the next 5 years.
The Moderator felt this would be confusing and suggested Mr. Munro
brinq this up if the original motion is defeated.
William Tiffany stated there is a difference in deeds given to
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property owners and the deed the Town has to the road which states
the Town has a 50 foot right-of-way.
The Finance Committee stated it does not go along with Article 19.
William Herman told the Meeting the Selectmen had the Road Agent
measure the road. The average width is 20 feet which would mean
approximately 12 feet would be taken from everyone's front lawn.
The Road Agent, the Selectmen and the Finance Committee feel this
should come under the five year plan.
The vote on Article 19 was negative. Forrest Esenwine stated he
hoped the cost of a survey of this road would not be borne by the
Town .
The Meeting recessed at 12 noon for a 15 minute lunch break.
At 12:20 p.m., the Meeting was called to order by the Moderator.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $33,380.00 for the Weare Police Department or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
Donald Thomson moved Article 20 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 20 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 to complete renovations of the Weare Police Depart-
ment headguarters and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for
this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Donald Thomson moved Article 21 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote on Article 21 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,800.00 for radio and communications eguipment for the Weare
Police Department and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for
this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Donald Thomson moved Article 22 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 22 was affirmative.
William Herman moved to suspend the rules and take up Article 31
and Article 30 in that order. The motion was seconded and the
vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen on behalf of the Town to enter into a cooperative
agreement, pursuant to RSA Chapter 53-A, for the purpose of join-
ing together towns and cities in a joint and cooperative effort
for the disposal of solid waste in a manner which will meet
federal and state regulations and for the economical and efficient
recovery of energy from said solid waste disposal. The Coopera-
tive to be formed under the cooperative agreement will be desig-
nated the "Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resources Recovery Cooper-
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ative" . A copy of the current draft of the proposed cooperative
agreement is posted with the warrant and is available at town
offices during normal business hours. The Board of Selectmen is
specifically authorized on behalf of the Town (a) to execute and
deliver the cooperative agreement (with such changes therein from
thf: posted agreement as the Board of Selectmen shall approve, such
apcroval to be conclusively evidenced by the Board of Selectmen's
execution thereof) and such other instruments, documents, and
agreements as the Board of Selectmen may deer, necessary or desir-
able in furtherance of the purposes of the cooperative agreement;
( b) to cause to be performed all obligations which may from time
to time be required pursuant to the terms of the cooperative
agreement; and (c) to take action relative thereto.
Harold 0. Hall moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to con-
tinue negotiations with representatives of Concord Regional Solid
Waste/Resources Recovery Cooperative and to report to a Special
Meeting to be called by the Selectmen prior to entering any con-
tract .
The motion was seconded.
The Meeting gave permission to Craig Musselman, representative of
the consulting engineering firm, to speak on this Article.
Paul Doscher asked if recycling could be discussed at the Special
Town Meeting. Mr. Hall replied he could see no reason why recy-
cling could not be discussed.
The vote on Article 31 was affirmative.
Donald Myhr moved that prior to publishing a warrant for a Special
Town Meeting, an advertised public hearing be held. The motion
was seconded.
William Herman stated there is a time element in the posting of a
Special Town Meeting and the Selectmen feel this motion should be
dismissed .
The vote on Mr. Myhr ' s motion was negative - motion defeated.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,266.20 for the operation and maintenance of the
Weare Landfill or to take any other action in relation thereto.
William Herman moved to raise and appropriate $25,266.20 under
Article 30. The motion was seconded. Finance Committee concurred
with this amount.
The vote was affirmative.
William Herman moved to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to
develop a closure plan at the Weare Landfill. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this amount.
Charles Nelson, of DuBois & King engineering firm, spoke with the
Meeting's permission on the situation at the landfill.
After discussion, the vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to develop a closure plan at the Weare Landfill was
taken. The vote was affirmative.
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(ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
(the sum of $32,967.00 for the general budget of the Weare Fire De-
partment or to take any other action in relation thereto.
jLloyd Bailey moved Article 23 be accepted as read. The motion was
Iseconded . The Finance Committee concurred with this amount.
I
The vote on Article 23 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for repairs and maintenance of the Town Fire
Stations or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Lloyd Bailey moved Article 24 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 24 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,872.00 for communications eguipment for the Weare Fire
Department and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this
purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Lloyd Bailey moved Article 25 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 25 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,200.00 for the repair and maintenance of the Town Water
Holes and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose
from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Lloyd Bailey moved Article 26 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 26 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $6,600.00 for new and replacement equipment for the Weare Fire
Department and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this
purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Lloyd Bailey moved Article 27 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee concurs with this amount.
The vote on Article 27 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,200.00 for the installation of two new overhead doors at the
Center Fire Station and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Gordon Brown moved Article 28 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 28 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $10,000.00 for purchase and installation of a new oil burner
system for the Center Fire Station and to authorize the withdrawal
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of this sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing
Fund.
Gordon Brown moved Article 29 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded. The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote on Article 29 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $12,873.21 for the operation of the Weare Public
Library or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Camille Ahern moved Article 32 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded
.
Stetson Hunt moved to amend Article 32 to read $6,158.85. The
motion was seconded.
Mr. Hunt's motion was based on the following figures:
Budget proposed by Library Trustees $21,301.31
Safety Improvements/Fire Marshall + 287.29
Cash on Hand - 12/31/84 - 4,943.21
Trust Fund Revenues - 10 , 486 .54
Town Appropriation $ 6,158.85
After discussion, a motion was made and seconded to move the gues-
tion. The vote was affirmative.
The vote on the amendment was negative.
The vote on the original motion of $12,873.21 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for the Weare Public Library to conduct a study
of the Town's future library needs or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
Camille Ahern moved to dismiss Article 33. The motion was sec-
onded and the vote affirmative. Article 33 was dismissed.
ARTICLE 34. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the restoration of the Town Hall or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
William Herman moved to appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for the
restoration of the Town Hall; $9,000.00 from the Emma Sawyer Trust
as allocated by the Trustees of the Trust Funds and $21,000.00 to
be raised by taxation.
The motion was seconded. Mr. Herman stated that, at the reguest
of the 1984 Town Meeting, a committee of 3 had been appointed by
the Selectmen to determine what it would cost to restore the Town
Hall to the standing it should have. The committee's report
indicates there is a great deal of work to be done -- the most
pressing of which is the foundation. There is work that needs to
be done on the foundation and floor system; the exterior of the
building; the belfry and spires; window sashes and painting and
restoring the outside. The total estimated cost is approximately
$100,000.00.
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The Selectmen are working on having the building accepted on the
National Register of Historic Places. The acceptance onto this
Register could allow us up to 50% of any funds we spend toward the
restoration of the building. Therefore, the Selectmen intend to
hold off the biggest chunk of the work -- approximately $70,000 --
until at least next year when we know whether we are on the
Register or not and, if we are, we could get approximately 50% of
that cost from the Federal Government.
The Finance Committee concurred with this article. The vote on
Article 34 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $6,680.75 for word processing eguipment for the Weare Town
Offices and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this
purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
William Herman moved the adoption of Article 35 as read. The
motion was seconded. Finance Committee concurred with this
article. The vote was affirmative.
Charles Shaw moved to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00
to provide an additional software package for the word processing
eguipment. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 to repair town cemeteries under the direction of the
Trustees of Cemeteries and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Robert Martin moved Article 36 be approved as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $17,600.00 to provide for handicap access to the Town Office
Building and the Town Hall, and to authorize the withdrawal of
this sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
William Herman moved Article 37 be adopted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 to install a suspended ceiling in a second floor
meeting room in the Town Office Building and to authorize the
withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund
.
Harold O. Hall moved the Town vote to appropriate the sum of
$1,000.00 to install a suspended ceiling and adeguate lighting in
a second floor meeting room in the Town Office Building and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
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The motion was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with
this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $12,000.00 for professional assistance in up-dating the Master
Plan and developing a five-year Capital Improvement Plan for the
Town of Weare, and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for
this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Harold O. Hall moved Article 39 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 for the construction and installation of a septic
system and toilet facilities at Chase Recreational Park and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Charles Shaw moved the Town appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for
the construction and installation of a septic system and toilet
facilities at Chase Recreational Park and to authorize the
withdrawal of $5,000.00 for this purpose from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund with the remaining $5,000.00 to come from the Emma
Sawyer Trust as allocated by the Trustees of the Trust Funds.
The motion was seconded. The Finance Committee supports this
article. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,200.00 to erect a spun-aluminum flagpole on the grounds of
the Town Office Building and to authorize the withdrawal of this
sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
William Herman moved to appropriate the sum of $700.00 to erect a
steel flagpole on the grounds of the Town Office Building and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
The motion was seconded. Mr. Herman stated the Town has received
an American flag from Senator Humphrey, and Governor Sununu has
given the Town a State flag. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,700.00 for the purchase of a conference table and eight
chairs, 30 folding chairs and a four-drawer, legal-size,
fire-proof file cabinet for a second floor meeting room in the
Town Office Building and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum
for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Harold 0. Hall moved to appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for the
purchase of a conference table and eight chairs, 30 folding chairs
and a four-drawer, legal-size, fire-proof file cabinet for a
second floor meeting room in the Town Office Building and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. The motion was seconded.
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Stetson Hunt moved to amend the amount to be appropriated under
Article 42 to $1,500.00. The motion was seconded.
A standing vote on the amendment resulted in a tie vote. The
Moderator broke the tie by voting against the amendment. The
motion to amend the amount to $1,500.00 failed.
A standing vote was taken on the original motion. The result of
the vote: Yes - 28; No - 36. The motion failed.
Stetson Hunt then moved to appropriate $1,700.00 under Article 42.
The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,115.00 for Town Office renovations and eguipment for the
Selectmens' and the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's Offices and to
authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
William Herman moved Article 43 be adopted as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee supports this article. The vote
was affirmative.
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 to repair the storage vault at the Town Office
Building and eguip it with steel shelving, and to authorize the
withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund.
Harold 0. Hall moved Article 44 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. Mr. Hall stated water proofing the downstairs vault
is included in this work. The Finance Committee supports this
article. The vote was affirmative.
The Meeting recessed for 15 minutes at 3:05 p.m. and resumed at
3:20 p.m.
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
Gravel Ordinance to replace the existing ordinance adopted on
March 7, 1972 and subseguently amended in 1976, 1977, 1978 and
1979:
Town of Weare Gravel Ordinance
1. No owner shall permit or conduct any excavation of earth off




A. Lawful construction or alteration to building, parking
lots, ways, or driveways on a portion of the premises
where removal occurs
.
B. Excavation that is incidental to agricultural or silva-
cultural activities, normal landscaping or minor
topographical adjustment.
C. Excavation from a granite guarry.
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PERMIT APPLICATION
A. Any owner or owners designee shall, prior to excavation
of his land, apply to the Selectmen for an excavation
permit. The permit shall be signed and dated by the
applicant and shall contain at least the following
information
:
1. The name and address of the owner (s) of the land to
be excavated.
2 . Name and address of all abutters to the premises to
which will be excavated.
3. A drawing showing:
(a) Description of the location and the boundaries
of the proposed excavation. (Does not have to
be a surveyor's description)
(b) The number of acres involved in the project
(c) Access to the excavation
(d) Visual barriers to public highways.
4. The breadth, depth and slope of the proposed
excavation
.
5» The estimated time duration of the project.
6. The elevation of the highest annual average ground
water table within or next to the proposed
excavation
PROHIBITED PROJECTS:
A. The Selectmen shall not grant a permit:
1. Where an excavation is proposed below road level
within fifty (50) feet of any highway right of way,
unless such excavation is for the purpose of said
highway
.
2. For excavation within fifty (50) feet of the boundary
of a disapproving abutter, or within ten (10) feet of
the boundary of an approving abutter (in both 50' and
10' instance there must be a minimum of 1 ' to 1 1/2'
slope toward abutters line), unless reasonable
further approval is reguested by said abutter.
3. When the issuance of the permit would be unduly
hazardous or injurious to the public welfare.
4. Where the excavation would substantially damage a
known aguifer, so designated by the United States
Geological Survey.
5. When excavation is planned beneath or adjacent to
inland surface waters in such a manner that a permit
is reguired from the N.H. Water Supply and Pollution
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Control Commission, the Water Resources Board, the
Special Board on Dredge and Fill, or other State or
Federal Agencies with jurisdiction over the premises;
but the regulator may approve the application when
all necessary permits have been obtained.
6. Where the project cannot comply with the restoration
provisions referred to in paragraph 4A.
4. RESTORATION
A. Within twelve (12) months after the expiration date in
the permit therefor or the completion of the excavation,
whichever first occurs, the owner of the excavated land
shall restore, or cause to be restored, the area affected
by the excavation to meet each of the following minimum
conditions :
1. Except for exposed rock ledge, said area shall be
covered with vegetation suitable to prevent erosion
and with soils suitable to sustain such vegetation.
Topsoil or existing material will be saved on site
for reappl ication during the restoration of the
excavated area.
2. Debris resulting from excavation shall be buried or
removed
.
3. All slopes shall be graded to natural repose for the
type of soil of which they are composed.
4. The elimination of any standing bodies of water
created in the excavation project as may constitute a
hazard to health and safety unless the Selectmen
specify different restoration.
5. Any owner shall not be forced to restore any working
face within the application area, until such area of
work is exhausted or the excavation permit is
expired. However, the owner is responsible for the
safety of any person or persons on the site.
5. APPLICATIONS FOR AMENDMENT:
A. When the size of the project changes from what is
described in the original permit reguested, (affecting
either size or location of the excavation, the rate of
removal or plan for restoration) the owner shall submit
an application for amendment of his excavation permit.
The application shall be subject to approval in the same
manner as provided for an excavation permit.
6. HEARINGS:
A. Prior to the Selectmen approving or disapproving an
application for a gravel permit or for an amended
excavation permit:
1. A public hearing shall be held within thirty (30)
days of such application.
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2. A notice of the hearing shall be sent to all abutters
by certified mail and will state:
a) grounds for the hearing
b) date, time and place of hearing.
3. A legal notice shall be published in at least two (2)
newspapers that have general circulation in the Town
at least fourteen (14) days in advance of the
hearing. The 14 days shall not include the day of
publication nor the day of the hearing, but shall
include any Saturday, Sunday or legal Holiday within
said period.
4. A notice of the hearing shall be sent by mail to the
members of the Weare Planning Board and the Weare
Conservation Commission.
5. Legal notice shall be posted in at least three (3)
public places in Town.
6. An excavation fee of twenty-five ($25.00) dollars
will be paid by the applicant at time of filing.
7. The current cost of mailing certified letters to all
abutters and the publishing of legal notices in at
least two newspapers will be paid by the applicant at
the time of filing.
B. Within ten (10) days of said hearing, or any continuation
thereof, the Selectmen shall render a written decision
approving or disapproving the application. If
disapproved, the Selectmen shall state reasons for
disapproval in writing.
7. ISSUANCE OF PERMIT
A. If the Selectmen, after the public hearing, approve the
application for a permit and determine it is not
prohibited by this ordinance, paragraph (3) three
(Prohibited Projects), they shall reguire:
1. Posting of a bond, with such surety as the Selectmen
shall reasonably determine, with the Town Treasurer
in an amount as reasonably set by the Selectmen based
on the working size of the project (not including
stockpile areas or areas already leveled where
excavation work is completed) but not less than five
thousand ($5,000.00) dollars to guarantee compliance
with the terms of the permit.
(a) The bond shall not expire until eighteen (18)
months following the end of the permit or any
extention thereof.
B. A copy of the permit shall be prominently posted at the
excavation site or the principal access thereto.
C. The permit shall not be assignable or transferable
without the prior written consent of the Selectmen.
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D. The permit shall specify the date upon which it expires:
1. Renewal issuance dates shall all be the same month,
the month of December.
2. Inspection date by the Selectmen should be in
October
.
E. The Selectmen may include in the permit such reasonable
conditions as are consistent with the purpose of this
ordinance, including the provision of visual barriers to
the excavation.
F. The calling of a bond or surety'" which is found not to
hold sufficient moneys to restore area does not, however,
relieve the landowner of his obligation to comply with
this ordinance. It will be the responsibility of the
Selectmen to take whatever means necessary to force
compliance
.
8. RENEWAL OF PERMIT
A. All valid gravel permits issued by the Town of Weare
shall expire on December 31st in the year in which it was
issued. The date of expiration shall appear on the
permit
.
B. The Board of Selectmen may renew any existing permit
following
:
1. The filing of a renewal permit application with the
Selectmen's Office complete with a 310.00 fee by
October 1
.
2. The Selectmen shall inspect the specified gravel pit
by October 30 to check on the operation and order any
necessary work to be completed by December 31 in
order to be in compliance with the terms of the
ordinance .
3. The Selectmen determine the extent of the work being
performed on the site is outlined in the applications
already filed with the Selectmen's Office.
C. Should the Board of Selectmen for any reason deem a
renewal of the permit was not in the best interests of
the Town of Weare, they will notify the applicant in
writing by December 31 stating their reasons for denial
and will refund the $10:00 renewal fee.
9. VIOLATIONS OF ORDINANCE
A. The Board of Selectmen shall issue cease and desist
orders against any operator if he is found to be in
violation of any terms of this ordinance. The order
shall remain in effect until the violation is corrected.
B. If a violation is cited by the Board of Selectmen and a
cease and desist order is issued, any continuation of the
violation shall be subject to a $100 per day fine to be
imposed by the Board of Selectmen. Each day the
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violations continue shall ee deemed as a seoarate
offense
.
C. Any cease and desist arder issued by the Selectmen shall
take effect for the purpose of this ordinance on the date
it is issued and shall be served by either certified mail
or by a law enforcement officer.
D. The Selectmen may recover any fines due upon application
to a court with appropriate jurisdiction.
10. EXISTING OPERATIONS
Excavation operations in actual operation on the effective
date of this ordinance shall be entitled to a permit upon
request without having to comply with the procedures herein;
said permit shall expire on December 31 of the calendar year
following the year of enactment of this ordinance.
11. PRIOR ORDINANCES
To the extent any prior crcicance is inconsistent with the
orovisions hereof, said pricr crdicance is repealed.
12. EFFECTIVE DATE
passaqe ov tneThis ordinance shall be effective upon
of the Town of Weare and upon publication of notice if same
in a paper of general circulation in Weare and upon filing a
copy with tee Tiwn Clerk.
Harold O. Hall moved to waive the reading cf Article 45 in its'
entirety. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
William Herman moved the adoption of Article 43 as printed. The
motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman stated this ordinance is the result cf about 6 months
of meetings between the Selectmen and most of the current gravel
permit holders.
During discussion, Burton Brown stated he opposed the new
ordinance and was in favor of keeping the current ordinance.
Larry 3ose spoke in favor of adopting th new crdinance.
Walter Brennan moved to dismiss Article 43. The motion was
seconded. The vote on the dismissal: Yes - 35; No - 34. A
request for a recount was made. The result of the recount is as
follows: Yes - 33; No - 37. The motion failed.
Discussion continued on the article. Eldon Townes spoke in favor,
of the new ordinance. Robert Munro moved the question. Tee
motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
The vote on Article 43 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will aporopriate the sum of
S750.00 to help Senior Citizen activities for the year 1985.
Robert Munro moved Article 46 be accepted as read. The motion was
seconded .
4-
Harold 0. Hall stated this money was raised under Article 5 under
Parks and Recreation.
Stetson Hunt moved to dismiss Article 46. The motion was seconded
and the vote affirmative. Article 46 was dismissed.
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,861.00 for the purpose of subsidizing the cost of
services provided by the Contoocook Valley Counseling Center to
Weare residents needing financial assistance.
Margaret Wood moved Article 47 be approved as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee concurred with the article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 to reshingle the roof of the Town Office
Building, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
William Herman moved to appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 from the
Emma Sawyer Trust as allocated by the Trustees of the Trust Funds
to reshingle the roof of the Town Office Building. The motion was
seconded. Finance Committee concurred with the article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,500.00 from the Town Forest Account for the purpose of
constructing access roadways within the Felch Farm Town Forest.
Paul Doscher moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. Finance Committee supported the article. The vote
was affirmative.
ARTICLE 50. To see if the Town agrees to participate in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) by directing the Board of
Selectmen to complete the eligibility application and submit the
reguired information to the Federal Insurance Administration.
William Herman moved the adoption of Article 50 as read. The
motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town agrees to adopt the following
Resolution which is reguired to establish eligibility to partici-
pate in the National Flood Insurance Program.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, certain areas of the Town of Weare are subject to
periodic flooding from streams, brooks, rivers, ponds, etc.
causing serious damages to properties within these areas; and
WHEREAS, relief is available in the form of Federally subsidized
flood insurance as authorized by the National Flood Insurance Act
of 1968; and
WHEREAS, it is the intent of this Town Meeting to reguire the
recognition and evaluation of flood hazards in all official
actions relating to land use in the floodplain areas having
special flood hazards; and
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WHEREAS, this body has the legal authority to adopt land use and
control measures to reduce future flood losses pursuant to New
Hampshire RSA Chapters 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, and 677.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this Town Meeting hereby:
1. Assures the NFIP that it will enact and maintain in force
for those areas having flood hazards, as delineated by the
Flood Hazard Boundary Map issued by the NFIP dated February
14, 1975 and any published revision to this map, adequate
land use and control measures with effective enforcement
provisions consistent with the Criteria set forth in Section
1910 of the National Flood Insurance Program Regulations and
2. Vests the Board of Selectmen with the responsibility,
authority, and means to:
(a) Assist the Administrator, at his request, in his
delineation of the limits of the area having special
flood hazards .
(b) Provide such information as the Administrator may
request concerning present uses and occupancy of the
floodplain areas.
(c) Cooperate with Federal, State and local agencies
and private firms which undertake to study, survey, map
and identify floodplain areas and cooperate with
neighboring municipalities with respect to management of
adjoining floodplain areas in order to prevent
aggravation of existing hazards.
(d) Submit on the anniversary date of the community's
initial eligibility an annual report to the
Administrator on the progress made during the past year
within the Town in the development and implementation of
floodplain management measures.
(e) Upon occurrence, notify the Administrator in
writing whenever the boundaries of the community have
been modified by annexation or the community has other-
wise assumed or no longer has authority to adopt and
enforce floodplain management regulations for a
particular area. In order that all Flood Hazard
Boundary Maps and Flood Insurance Rate Maps accurately
represent the community's boundaries, include within
such notification a copy of a map of the community
suitable for reproduction, clearly delineating the new
corporate limits or new area for which the community has
assumed or relinquished floodplain management regulatory
authority
.
3. Appoints the Board of Selectmen to maintain for public
inspection and to furnish upon request, for the determination
of applicable flood insurance risk premium rates within all
areas having special flood hazards identified on a Flood
Hazard Boundary Map or Flood Insurance Rate Map, any certifi-
cation of flood-proofing, and information on the elevation
(in relation to mean sea level) of the level of the lowest
habitable floor (including basement if habitable) of all new
or substantially improved structures, and include whether or
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not such structures contain a basement, and if the structure
has been f loodproof ed , the elevation (in relation to mean sea
level) to which the structure was f loodproof ed .
4. Agrees to take such other official action as may be
reasonably necessary to carry out the objectives of the
program
.
William Herman moved to waive the reading of this article in its'
entirety. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
William Herman moved to adopt Article 51 as printed. The motion
was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to accept funds from the
Weare Bicentennial Fund for purposes of creating the Weare Tricen-
tennial Trust Fund, to be held by the Trustees of Trust Funds for
purposes of celebrating Weare's 300th Anniversary in 2064. Both
principal and interest may be expended for the purposes of the
trust fund as created.
William Herman moved the adoption of Article 52 as read. The
motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman stated there is $1,856.00 in this account -- which was
the Old Home Day account.
The vote was affirmative and the funds were accepted.
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will reaffirm its March 6, 1973
vote concerning the creation of a Historic District Committee or
to take any other action in relation thereto.
William Herman moved the adoption of Article 53 as read. The
motion was seconded.
Donald Myhr moved to abolish the Historic District Committee in a
substitute motion. The motion was seconded and the vote affirma-
tive. The Historic District Committee was abolished.
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will receive the report of the
Semi-Annual Tax Collection Committee or to take any other action
in relation thereto.
William Herman moved that the Town accept the report of the
Semi-Annual Tax Collection Committee as printed in the Town
Report. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 55. To see if the Town will vote to call upon its elected
representatives in the United States Congress to strongly support
continuation of the Federal Revenue Sharing Funds Program for the
continued benefit and improvement of the Town of Weare and her
sister communities nationwide. Realizing the need to get the
federal budget deficit under control, the Town of Weare would
further urge the congress to reduce the level of funding to the
program instead of its total elimination.
William Herman moved to dismiss Article 55. The motion was
seconded and the vote affirmative.




"It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in electioneering
on anv public property within 500 feet of the Town Hall for and
during any election. The American Legion Post and its environs
are considered public property for the purpose of this Ordinance.
Electioneering includes sheet and pamphlet distribution; signs
inserted into the ground; signs attached to vehicles stopped or
parked within 500 feet of the polling place and any audio system.
A breach of this Ordinance is a Violation punishable by a S50.00
fine for each offense."
Harold 0. Hall moved to dismiss Article 56. The motion was
seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 57. To see if the Town will vote in favor of continuing
the recent practice of holding the business portion of the Town
Meeting on a Saturday or to take any other action in relation
thereto
.
Harold 0. Hall moved to accept Article 57 as read. The motion was
seconded
.
Paul Doscher moved to amend Article 57 by adding the following:
"and to urge the Selectmen to seek ways to reduce the length of
the warrant in future years to encourage greater attendance by
voters and reduce the length of the meeting."
The motion to amend was seconded. The vote on the amendment was
af f irmat ive
.
The vote on the article as amended was affirmative.
ARTICLE 58. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
hire independent public accountants to perform the financial audit
of the town records for the year ending December 31, 1985, and
also a compliance audit required of Federal Revenue Sharing Funds.
Harold 0. Hall moved to accept Article 58 as read. The motion was
seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 59. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not
to exceed $10,000.00, said sum to represent a town contribution
not to exceed $5,000.00 and a matching grant from the State of New
Hampshire for the construction of a playground area, and equipment
for same, plus paving and landscaping at Chase Park.
Charles Shaw moved the Town appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 from
the Emma Sawyer Trust as allocated by the Trustees of the Trust
Funds for the construction of a playground area, and equipment for
same, plus paving and landscaping at Chase Recreational Park.
The motion was seconded. The Finance Committee concurred with the.
article .
Robert Munro, a Trustee of the Trust Funds, stated the Trustees
felt these would be matching funds. He stated he felt this
article should be voted down.
Stetson Hunt moved to dismiss Article 59. The motion was seconded
and the vote affirmative. Article 59 was dismissed.
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ARTICLE 60. To see if the Town will vote to convey to Gerard P.
Schaumberg a certain tract or parcel of land in said Weare known
as the land in South Division, containing about 65 acres, said
conveyance to condition upon payment by said Gerard P. Schaumberg
of all taxes and costs incidental to a prior conveyance by the
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Weare to the Town of Weare.
William Herman moved to adopt Article 60 as read. The motion was
seconded .
The Moderator asked the Meeting to allow Mr. Schaumberg to speak
on this article. There was one objection from a member of the
meeting and Mr. Schaumberg was not allowed to speak.
The vote on Article 60 was negative. The article failed.
ARTICLE 61. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $780.50 to replace money the Weare Public Library may be
required to turn back to the Town. $780.50 was originally raised
by the Library through the sale of miscallaneous items and books
(some bequeathed to the Library by Mildred Hood) and if replaced,
will go toward the purchase of a photocopy machine or books.
Bess Myhr moved to dismiss Article 61. The motion was seconded
and the vote affirmative. The article was dismissed.
ARTICLE 62. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Douglas Hatfield expressed his thanks to the Selectmen, past and
present, for their support during his tenure as Town Counsel. Mr.
Hatfield received a round of applause from the Meeting.
A motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting with a
standing ovation for the Moderator and the Finance Committee.
The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m. After the adjournment, the
following officers were given the oath of office by the Moderator:
Harold 0. Hall, Selectman; Daniel Corsetti, Jr., Auditor; Sheila
Bourbeau, Overseer of Public Welfare; Terry Knowles, Cemetery
Trustee; Dorthea O'Neil, Library Trustee.
The following officers were given the oath of office by the Town
Clerk during the week following the Town Meeting: Raymond Eaton,
Sr., Trustee of Trust Funds and Member of Board of Fire Wards -
Member of Fire Department; Wilfred Foote, Sr., Road Agent and






RECORD OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
June 20, 1985
The Special Town Meeting, held at the Town Hall, was called to
order by the Moderator, Neal Kurk, at 7:31 p.m. The pledge of
allegiance to the flag was led by Selectman Renny Azotea
.
The Moderator stated the Special Meeting was posted at the Weare
Town Hall and the Weare Post Office as well as copies posted at
the various stores in town, the Library and the school. Notices
were published in the Concord Monitor on June 12 and on June 13 in
both the Goffstown News and the Hillsboro Messenger .
The Moderator stated the rules of order for conduct of the meeting
and announced that no articles to raise and appropriate money
would be considered tonight. By the same token, no amendments
having to do with the raising of money would be recognized.
The Moderator stated there were three people present who might
wish to speak to the Meeting. They are: Robert Bosse, Town
Counsel; Ronald Ford of the Concord Public Works Department and
Charles Nelson of DuBois & King engineering firm. There were no
objections to hearing from any of these individuals during the
Meet ing .
William Herman moved the reading of the warrant in its' entirety
be waived at this time. The motion was seconded and the vote
affirmative
.
ARTICLE 1. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen on behalf of the Town to enter into a cooperative agree-
ment, pursuant to RSA Chapter 53-A, for the purpose of joining
together towns and cities in a joint and cooperative effort for
the disposal of solid waste in a manner which will meet federal
and state regulations and for the economical and efficient
recovery of energy from said solid waste disposal. The Coopera-
tive to be formed under the cooperative agreement will be desig-
nated the "Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resources Recovery
Cooperaitive". A copy of the current draft of the proposed
cooperative agreement is posted with the warrant and is available
at town offices during normal business hours. The Board of
Selectmen is specifically authorized on behalf of the Town (a) to
execute and deliver the cooperative agreement (with such changes
therein from the posted agreement as the Board of Selectmen shall
approve, such approval to be conclusively evidenced by the Board
of Selectmen's execution thereof) and such other instruments,
documents, and agreements as the Board of Selectmen may deem
necessary or desirable in furtherance of the purposes of the
cooperative agreement; (b) to cause to be performed all obliga-
tions which may from time to time be reguired pursuant to the
terms of the cooperative agreement; and (c) to take action
thereto .
William Herman moved Article 1 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded .
After an explanation and discussion period, the vote was taken on
Article 1. The vote was affirmative. The Moderator stated for
the record that the vote was unanimous.
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ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to plan for the implementation of a Resource Recovery
Program (recycling) for the Town of Weare or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
Harold 0. Hall moved Article 2 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded. The vote on Article 2 was affirmative. The Modera-
tor stated for the record that the vote was unanimous.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Quaker
Cemetery Trust Fund and the Joseph Stone Trust Fund.
Renaldo Azotea moved Article 3 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded
.
Barbara Osborne moved to amend Article 3 by striking out the words
"and the Joseph Stone Trust Fund". The motion was seconded.
The vote on the amendment was affirmative.
The vote on Article 3 as amended was affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
ordinance governing the designation and management of the Town
Forest Properties, and the maintenance of the Weare Town Forests
Account all in accordance with the provisions of RSA 31:110-114.
The Town Meeting hereby rescinds previous actions dealing with the
Town Forests and Forestry Account taken at Town Meetings of 1953
(Article 25), 1962 (Article 21), 1970 (Article 18), 1976 (Article
31 as amended), 1977 (Article 46), 1978' (Article 47 as amended),
and 1979 (Articles 39 and 40).
WEARE TOWN FORESTS AND WEARE SPECIAL
FOREST MAINTENANCE FUND
I . Weare Town Forests
A. Designation of Property
1. The Town of Weare has designated the so-called Poor
Farm properties - Tax Map #10, Lots #1563 (105.12
acres), #1564 (32 acres) and #2505 (19.30 acres),
Felch Farm property - Tax Map #3, Lot 1329 (664.52
acres), and the so-called Schaumberg property - Tax
Map #7, Lot #2937 (5 acres) and part of Lot #1577 (60
acres) as Town Forest properties in accordance with
RSA 31:110, thereby holding them as open space assets
in public interest.
2. Hereafter, lands held as Town property may be added
to the Town Forest Properties by a majority vote of
designation by the Board of Selectmen after consulta-
tion with the Conservation Commission.
B. Restriction of Property
1. The Town Forest Properties shall not be rented,
leased or sold, in whole or in part, for private dev-
elopment or use without the express permission of an
annual or Special Town Meeting.
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C. Forestry Management
1. The Conservation Commission is hereby designated as
the manager of the Weare Town Forests. The expenses
of the program will be disbursed upon approval of the
Board of Selectmen.
2. The Conservation Commission shall prepare and main-
tain a plan for forest management of the Town Forest
Properties and shall have as its main purpose the
encouragement of proper management of timber,
firewood and other natural resources through
planting, timber stand improvements, thinning,
harvesting, reforestation and other multiple use pro-
grams .
3. The Conservat ion Commission may reguest the Director
of Forest and Lands, Department of Resources and
Economic Development, for assistance.
II . Weare Special Forest Maintenance Fund
A. Establishment of Account
1. The Town Treasurer shall be directed to maintain an
account for monies raised and appropriated by the
Town of Weare or for proceeds received by the Town of
Weare due to the implementation of the Town Forest
Management Program, and the account shall be known as
the Weare Special Forest Maintenance Fund, all in
accordance with RSA 31:113.
2. The expenses of the Weare Special Forest Maintenance
Fund will be disbursed upon the approval of the Board
of Selectmen.
3. The funds contained in the Weare Special Forest Main-
tenance Fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year
to year, unless otherwise voted by any special or
annual town meeting.
William Herman moved Article 4 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
Paul Doscher moved to amend Article 4 by adding the words "after
consultation with the Conservation Commission" at the end of
Paragraph II.-A-2. The motion was seconded.
The vote on the amendment was affirmative.
The vote on Article 4 as amended was affirmative. The Moderator
stated for the record that the votes on the amendment and the
article as amended were both unanimous votes.
5. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting
.
A motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting. The
meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m.
Beverly M. Herman, Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1985
- DR.
i ncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year : 1985
:|
Property Taxes
I Resident Taxes . .
j




faxes Committed to Collector :
Property Taxes $2,579,999.41
j Resident Taxes 28,280.00
National Bank Stock Taxes -0-
Land Use Change Taxes 11,600.00
j








a/c Property Taxes 418.30
a/c Resident Taxes 80.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes : . 1,339.83
Costs : 94.80
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes : 87 . 00





























$ 544.494.28 S 7.228.39
- CR^ -
Remittances To Treasurer During Fiscal Year :
Property* Taxes $1,905,928.73
Resident Taxes 24,310.00
National Bank Stock Taxes " -. -0-
Yield Taxes 1,899.09
Sewer Rents -0-
Land Use Change Taxes 10,400.00
Interest Collected During Year 1,339.83
Penalties on Resident Taxes 87.00
Costs 94.80





L'ncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year :





Land Use Change Taxes ' 1 ,200.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 2.628. 703.86
$476 557 28 $ 186.42
2 800 00 80.00
-0- -0-
23 124 93 2,045.75
11 139 25 1,429.76
630 00 -0-
20 000 68 277.25
281 00 8.00












S'J>2-1ARV "7 TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1985
- DR. -
-Tax Sales on Account of Levies of:
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year














$ 2.702.58 S 5.317.00
?-emi ttar.ces zo Treasurer During Year :
Redemptions
interest 6c Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year












s:.~:2.55 S5 .31". :: s-2.2~9.2e.








Conway, Charles & Paula
Curtis, Enoch 6.- Kathleen
Elliott, Shirley




Wood , Thomas 6c Nancy
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES
FROM TAX SALES














S429. 19 S2.544.39 S362.61
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Numer ica/Uni ted Federal
Interest on Investment









Trans. Yield Tax Funds
Bank Errors





U. S. Govt. Sewer Grant
State of New Hampshire
Block Grants
Forest Fire Reimb.



























































































AUDITORS REPORT FOR 1985
The Auditors review of the records and financial reports of the
Town of Weare produced the following:
The accounts and financial report of the Trustees of the
Trust Funds were not available and the material presented for
audit was insufficient. Therefore, no opinion as to their
correctness is given.
As of the date of this report (February 14, 1986) the
records of the general fund had not been prepared and submitted
for audit. We, therefore, offer no opinion as to the correct-
ness of the general fund balance for the period ending December
31,1985.
The Federal Revenue Sharing account as prepared by the
Selectmen's office appears to fairly represent the transactions
of said account for the period ending December 31, 1985. The
ending balance shown in this account will be adjusted by the
Treasurer during 1986 to reflect the ending balance as shown on
the Selectmen's report.
The other special accounts of the Town of Weare have been
reviewed and in our opinion appear to fairly represent the
transactions of the Town for the period ending December 31,1985.
Robert G. Hatfield
Marilyn B. Perkins
Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr.
Town of Weare Auditors
TOWN CLERK
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the
Town Clerk, Town of Weare, New Hampshire and in our opinion they
present fairly the transactions of said Town Clerk for the
period ending December 31, 1985.
Robert G. Hatfield
Marilyn B. Perkins
Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr.
Town of Weare Auditors
TAX COLLECTOR
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the
Tax Collector, Town of Weare, New Hampshire and in our opinion
they present fairly the transactions of said Tax Collector for
the period ending December 31, 1985.
Robert G. Hatfield
Marilyn B. Perkins
Daniel R. Corsetti, Jr.




William G. Herman, Selectman 1,998.90
Renaldo Z. Azotea, Selectman 1,999.50
Harold 0. Hall, Selectman 1,998.90
Beverly Herman, Town Clerk/Tax Collector 6,800.00
Sheila Bourbeau, Overseer of the Poor 900.00
Edith Foote, Overseer of the Poor 276.96
Evelyn Reade, Health Officer 1,200.00
Robert Hatfield, Auditor 500.00
Marilyn Perkins, Auditor 500.00
Raymond Rogers, Trustee of Trust Funds 300.00
Donald E. Thomson, Treasurer 1, 475.00
Total 17,949.26
Town Office Expense
Marjorie Chapman, Postage 1.88
Janet Snyder, Postage .66
Kenneth W. Ward, Postage .66
Susan Miller, Mileage 18.49
Janet Snyder, Mileage 20.58
William G. Herman, Mileage 13.75
Edith Hunt, Mileage 71.19
Robert Hatfield, Auditors Expenses 44.00
Kenneth W. Ward, Photo and Supplies 4.02
AAA New Hampshire 298.00
American Data 2,488.66
Amsterdam Printing 46.69
Tom Ray Office Supply 1,788.73
Village Greenhouse 72.00
Weare Center Store 55.60
Wheeler and Clark 223.95
Hillsborough County Treasurer 829.61
Postmaster, Weare Post Office 4,656.78
Kenneth W. Ward 76.32
William G. Herman 245.33
Amherst Equipment Corporation 96.32
Brown and Saltmarsh, Inc. 196.98
Capitol Cash Register 279.00
N. H. Distributing Agency 66.00
Computer Land 30.00
Country 3 Corners 9.83
Concord Typewriter Service 598.20
Edmund's 1.24
Equity Publishing Company 88.70
Granite State Business Forms 286.41
Granite State Data 1,265.56
Harris Trophies 156.80
Beverly Herman, Tax Collector 1,024.32
Hillsborough Probate Court 4.00
ICMA Retirement 8.00
John J. Killion, Jr. 650.00
N. H. Municipal Association 15.00
N. H. Municipal Trusts Workmen's Compensation 10.00
Treasurer, State of N. H., Correctional Industries 130.00
Office Information System 781.33
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Town Office Expense Cont'd.
Pitney Bowes 287.22
RBT Plamondon Photo 24.00,
Evelyn Reade 17.01
Raymond L. Rogers 979.001
Sir Speedy 4,517.83
Sabar Tech 500.00
Moore Business Forms, Inc. 73.89
Yankee Business Forms, Inc. 275.64
Nationl Public Employees Labor Relations Association 20.00
Marianne Morrison, Mileage 2.944
Howard Johnson's (Kennedy Center) 61.00
Reprotech 10.00
Amoskeag National Bank of Manchester 7 .00
Total 23,430.12
Election and Registration
Barbara Osborne, Supervisor of the Checklist 271. 25j
Melanie Knox, Supervisor of the Checklist 99.75
Terry Knowles, Supervisor of the Checklist 192.50
Beverly Herman, Election Worker 43.751
Pamela Warren, Election Worker 39.38
Charles Reade, Janitorial Expense 49.50
Robert Martin, Election Worker 35.00,
John Dwinnels, Election Worker 35.00
Neal Kurk, Moderator 38.50'
Bernard Phelps, Election Worker 82.50
K. L. Bean Assoc. 225.00
Forrest Dearborn 23.48
Little Newspapers 26.00
Kenneth W. Ward 3.90i
William G. Herman 5.38!
The Messenger 11.00
;
Country 3 Corners 91.91
Edmund's 2.79
Evans Printing Company 41.50
Granite State Data 45.24
Raymond L. Rogers 102 .00 '
Total 1,465.33
General Government Buildings
Charles Reade, Wages 1,210.50)
Stanley Barnes, Wages 2,812.50;
Howard Gelinas, Wages 80.00
Ted Gurski, Wages 169.00
John Berube, Wages 20.62-
Ken Glaude, Wages 6.48!
Louis Nikias, Wages 6.48t
Jane Clegg, Wages 81.00!
John Mlcuch, Wages 79.20
Robert Judge, Wages 264.001
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General Government Buildings Cont'd.
Seorge Welch, Wages 24.75
?re& Drewry, Wages 29.70
tenry Coletto, Jr., Wages 27.00
lay Eaton, Wages 12.00
Stanley Barnes, Mileage 24.78
tfeare Center Store 7.46







\ & G Electric Supply 35.07
Central Paper Products 424.24
tf. H. Distributing Agency 5.00
Country 3 Corners 302.18
Dunbarton Fuel Service 5,648.03
Edmund's 156.10
Sranite State Telephone 3,767.16
Steven A. Hewitt 25.00
Ken's Waste 80.00
Gordon Osborne 112.00
Public Service of N. H. 2,347.08
Rogers Services 12.00
New England Fire Equipment Company 18.00
Jutras 29.18
Treasurer, State of N. H., Dept . of Labor 30.00
Concord Fire Extinguisher Service 131.00
Total 18,489.33
Clerical Assistance/Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Pamela Warren, Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector 11,837.86
Susan J. Miller, Clerk 3,064.46
Barbara Farmer, Clerk 15.00
Total 14,917.32
Planning Board
Patricia Young, Wages 57.50
Susan Gilman, Wages 182.50
Sharon Snyder, Wages 18.00
Bossie, Kelly & Hodes 1,196.15
Tom Ray Office Supply 162.35
Union Leader Corporation 227.51
Monitor Publishing 54.45
Treasurer, Hillsborough County 776.00
Little Newspapers 20.00
William G. Herman 14.86
The Messenger 16.50
Postmaster, Weare Post Office 132.80
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Planning Board Cont'd
Terry M. Knowles 31.15
Jeffrey Brown 12.60 1
Brown and Saltmarsh, Inc. 139.76
Edmund's 38.33
Equity Publishing Company 29.25
Granite State Telephone 83.08
Hatfield, Bosse & Moran 120.00
Stetson Hunt 8.O0
Raymond L. Rogers 160.00
Arthur Siciliano, Jr. 9.80
Southern N. H. Planning Commission 18.00
Susan Gilman .61
Town of Weare 67.45
Town of Bedford 8.60
Ralph Pill Electric Supply Company 15.00
Michael Luksza 8.00







Bossie, Kelly & Hodes 6,637.90
Hatfield, Bosse & Moran 5,642.35
Total 12,280.25
Advertising and Regional
Kenneth W. Ward, Meetings and Seminars 5.28
AAA New Hampshire 512.33
Union Leader Corporation 424.94





Concord Visiting Nurses Association 4,400.00
Beverly Herman 248.70
International Institute of Municipal Clerks 35.00
National Association of Towns and Townships 158.33
New England Association of Town Clerks 10.00
N. H. Municipal Association 936.67
N. H. Municipal Secretaries Association 10. 00
N. H. Tax Collectors Association 15.00
Treasurer, State of N. H., Dept . Tax/Land Appeal 20.00
N. H. Local Welfare Administration 15.00
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission 1,677.43
N. H. City and Town Clerk's Association 12.00
N. H. Resource Recovery 36.22
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Advertising and Regional Cont'd.
Wilfred W. Foote, Sr. 18.00
Capitol Hill Hotel 73.33
National League of Cities and Towns 290.00
Total 10,333.59
Administrative Services/Selectmen's Office
Kenneth W. Ward, Salary 18,498.92
Janet M. Snyder, Selectmen's Secretary 15,616.03
Marjorie Chapman, Clerk 10,669.91
Louise D. Carignan, Clerk 1,735.90
Rachel Fottler, Clerk 565.33
Susan J. Miller, Clerk 646.01
Terry Knowles , Clerk 148.00
Marianne Morrison, Clerk 1,917.81
Sharon Snyder, Clerk 93.80
Andre Tremblay, Appraiser 4,214.25
Kenneth W. Ward, Mileage 2,214.80
Granite State Data 1,593.97
Granite State Telephone 101.61
ICMA Retirement 1,317.33
Arthur Siciliano, Jr. 887.60
Town of Weare 3.80
Total 60,225.07
Goffstown Probation
Town of Goffstown 1,462.43
Finance Committee




Donald E. Thomson, Wages 4,186.75
Wayne Thomson, Wages 2,907.25
Richard Tillotson, Wages 4,674.50
John Wallin, Wages 4,100.00
Ray Eaton, Wages 588.27
Thomas Reynolds, Wages 3,702.75
Clayton Andrus , Wages 472.75
Chris Carlsen, Wages 2,416.25
Gregory McDowell, Wages 225.00
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Police Department Cont'd.
Marilyn Thomson, Wages 128.00
Donald E. Thomson, Mileage 94.92
John Wallin, Mileage 286.44
Richard Tillotson, Mileage 33.18
Ray Eaton, Mileage 6.72
Thomas Reynolds, Mileage 17.22
Wayne Thomson, Mileage 19.95
Richard Tillotson, Vehicle Maintenance 2.00
Clayton Andrus, Vehicle Maintenance 5.88
American Data 124.26
Tarnhelm Supply Co. 92.25
Tom Ray Office Supply Co. 45.45
Weare Body & Frame 60.64
Weare Center Store 2.89
Woodman's Photo Hut 38.25
N.H. Department of Safety 23.00
Mack's Men's Shop 602.70
Postmaster, Weare Post Office 66.00
Metromedia Paging Services 45.53
Jan Nawoj 25.00
Richard Tillotson 26.33
Donald E. Thomson 218.87
Motorola, Inc. 26.50
John Wallin 294.00
Wayne E. Thomson 106.73
Clayton Andrus 4.83
Carlson's Motor Sales 685.73
Cen-Com 36.00
Communications Systems 635.80
Country 3 Corners 204.14
Draper Energy Co. 2,724.74
Equity Publishing Co. 286.65
Granite State Telephone 1,830.71
Hill-Donnelly 70.96
K-40 Electronics 289.10
N.H. Association Chiefs of Police, Inc. 10.00
N.H. Municipal Association 7.00
Omnicron Electronics 301.32
Public Service of N.H. 122.13
Radio Shack 171.72
Rileys Sport Shop 624.00





National Rifle Association 25.00
Town of Weare .35
Chris Carlsen 6.72
Donald Gage 30.00
Treasurer, State of N. H., Secretary of State 30.00
Lt. Paul Lambert 191.00
Trearurer, S»-ate of N. H., Legislative Services 80.00
Law and Order 15.00
Merrimac Tire and Battery 193.12
South Weare Garage, Inc. 307.05
Sears, Roebuck and Company 67.99
Edward Tuthill 25.00
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Advertising and Regional Cont'd.
Wilfred W. Foote, Sr. 18.00
Capitol Hill Hotel 73.33
National League of Cities and Towns 290.00
Total 10,333.59
Administrative Services/Selectmen's Office
Kenneth W. Ward, Salary 18,498.92
Janet M. Snyder, Selectmen's Secretary 15,616.03
Marjorie Chapman, Clerk 10,669.91
Louise D. Carignan, Clerk 1,735.90
Rachel Fottler, Clerk 565.33
Susan J. Miller, Clerk 646.01
Terry Knowles , Clerk 148.00
Marianne Morrison, Clerk 1,917.81
Sharon Snyder, Clerk 93.80
Andre Tremblay, Appraiser 4,214.25
Kenneth W. Ward, Mileage 2,214.80
Granite State Data 1,593.97
Granite State Telephone 101.61
ICMA Retirement 1,317.33
Arthur Siciliano, Jr. 887.60
Town of Weare 3.80
Total 60,225.07
Goffstown Probation
Town of Goffstown 1,462.43
Finance Committee




Donald E. Thomson, Wages 4,186.75
Wayne Thomson, Wages 2,907.25
Richard Tillotson, Wages 4,674.50
John Wallin, Wages 4,100.00
Ray Eaton, Wages 588.27
Thomas Reynolds, Wages 3,702.75
Clayton Andrus , Wages 472.75
Chris Carlsen, Wages 2,416.25
Gregory McDowell, Wages 225.00
62
Police Department Cont'd.
Marilyn Thomson, Wages 128.00
Donald E. Thomson, Mileage 94.92
John Wallin, Mileage 286.44
Richard Tillotson, Mileage 33.18
Ray Eaton, Mileage 6.72
Thomas Reynolds, Mileage 17.22
Wayne Thomson, Mileage 19.95
Richard Tillotson, Vehicle Maintenance 2.00
Clayton Andrus , Vehicle Maintenance 5.88
American Data 124.26
Tarnhelm Supply Co. 92.25
Tom Ray Office Supply Co. 45.45
Weare Body & Frame 60.64
Weare Center Store 2.89
Woodman's Photo Hut 38.25
N.H. Department of Safety 23.00
Mack's Men's Shop 602.70
Postmaster, Weare Post Office 66.00
Metromedia Paging Services 45.53
Jan Nawoj 25.00
Richard Tillotson 26.33
Donald E. Thomson 218.87
Motorola, Inc. 26.50
John Wallin 294.00
Wayne E. Thomson 106.73
Clayton Andrus 4.83
Carlson's Motor Sales 685.73
Cen-Com 36.00
Communications Systems 635.80
Country 3 Corners 204.14
Draper Energy Co. 2,724.74
Equity Publishing Co. 286.65
Granite State Telephone 1,830.71
Hill-Donnelly 70.96
K-40 Electronics 289.10
N.H. Association Chiefs of Police, Inc. 10.00
N.H. Municipal Association 7.00
Omnicron Electronics 301.32
Public Service of N.H. 122.13
Radio Shack 171.72
Rileys Sport Shop 624.00





National Rifle Association 25.00
Town of Weare .35
Chris Carlsen 6.72
Donald Gage 30.00
Treasurer, State of N. H., Secretary of State 30.00
Lt. Paul Lambert 191.00
Trearurer, S»-ate of N. H., Legislative Services 80.00
Law and Order 15.00
Merrimac Tire and Battery 193.12
South Weare Garage, Inc. 307.05








Chester Rhodenizer, Salary/Wages 2,165.03
Lloyd Bailey, Salary/Wages 1,107.65
Charles Osborne, Wages 683.50
David Moody, Wages 37.50
Craig Hadley, Wages 125.00
Dave Moody, Wages 112.50
Dana Colburn, Wages 142.50
Ray Eaton, Salary/Wages 1,386.73
Mike Boddy, Wages 54.00
Jon Osborne, Wages 863.01
Dan Russell, Wages 227.50
Mark Reade, Wages 320.00
Stanley Barnes, Wages 1,137.70
Mark Hollis, Wages 441.48
William Raymond, Wages 442.35
John Richards, Wages 420.00
Lee L'Heureux, Wages 170.00
Leonard Krapcha , Wages 40.00
Bernard Phelps, Wages 155.00
George Welch, Wages 47.50
Lloyd Bailey, III, Wages 15.00
Robert Richards, Wages 617.53
Kenneth Bailey, Wages 100.00
David Richards, Wages 235.00
John Lawton, Wages 190.00
Dan Corsetti, Jr., Wages 35.00
Steve Denoncourt, Wages 62.50
Donald Gage, Wages 292.00
Harry Scarfo, Wages 307.00
Larry Jones, Wages 230.00
Leon Methot, Wages 237.63
William Tiffany, Wages 32.00
Leon Taylor, Wages 151.25
Harold Hall, Wages 35.00
William Straw, Wages 375.00
Scott Dinsmore, Wages 107.50
James Brown, Wages 150.00
Larry Bose, Wages 160.00
Tim Perkins, Wages 120.00
John Daley, Wages 142.50
James Gilman, Wages 42.50
Dennis L'Heureux, Wages 135.00
Timothy Camp, Wages 77.50
Charles McLain, Wages 50.00
Tom Stacy, Wages 7 5.00
Willard Welty, Wages 30.00
Calvin Preston, Wages 182.50
Cindy Merrill, Wages 235.00
Francis Maxfield, Wages 117.50
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Fire Department Cont'd.
Vicki L'Heureux, Wages 170.00
Karin Hollis, Wages 160.00
Ross Bernard, Wages 60.00
Kevin Taylor, Wages 20.00
Lee Martin, Wages 15.00
Donna Osborne, Wages 427.75
Wayne Thomson, Wages 35.00
Cindy Foley, Wages 368.85
Paul Fitzmeyer, Wages 152.50
Rene Boyer, Wages 25.00
Larry Damour, Wages 8 2.13
Bruce Hadley, Wages 77.25
Bruce Purington, Wages 110.43
Wilfred Foote, Jr., Wages 10.00
Diana Spring, Wages 160.00
Agway Petroleum Corp. 185.73
Blanchard Associates 271.91
Tom Ray Office Supply 35.68
Weare Body and Frame 17.00
Weare Center Store 64.16
Weare Emergency Medical Services 37.51
Weare Pizza and Subs 10.70
Wright Communications, Inc. 52.75
Ray Eaton 11.06
Armand and Marcy's 185.64
Monitor Publishing 68.05










Concord Fire Ext. Service 70.50
Bailey Dist. Corp. 53.30
Carlson's Motor Sale 95.80
Cen-Cora 986.51
Country 3 Corners 1,034.15
Dick's Auto & Truck Repair 222.80
Donovan Spring and Eguipment Company 518.00
Draper Energy Company 1,529.49
Dunbarton Fuel Company 3,515.00
The Fire Barn 199.86
Goffstown Auto Parts 18.68
Goffstown Truck Center 973.16
Granite State Telephone 2,615.95
Grappone Truck Center 1,565.06
K. G. Gregg & Son 26.68
K-40 Electronics 126.00
Kearsarge Mutual Aid 10.00
Knoxland Equipment, Inc. 96.90
Lanctot's Store 27.55
Murray's Welding 20.00
NH State Firemen 300.00








































Town of Weare, Photocopies
Adams Lock & Safe Company
Weare Fire Department
A & B Lumber Company
Manchester Mack Sales Inc.
Waynes Oil
Treasurer, State of N. H., Department of Labor
Souhegan Mutual Fire Aid Association
Total
Permits and Fees
Beverly Herman, Wages 16,043.50
Red Network
Florence Wheldon, Salary 7,320.00
Marilyn Thomson, Salary 824.98
Chester Rhodenizer, Salary 500.00
Tom Ray Office Supply 1.39
Kenneth W. Ward 22.27
Draper Energy Company 750.00
N. E. Telephone 620.39
Owencomm Systems 309.00
Raymond L. Rogers 3 2.00

































Raymond Eaton, Travel and Mileage
Armand & Marcy's






Weare Center Store 23.75
Highway Bridges
Randall Dearborn, Wages 114.08
Keith Foote, Wages 36.00
Ken Glaude, Wages 103.68
Charles Perkins, Wages 85.25
Thomas Johnson Forest Products 3,165.52
Penn Culvert Company 5,974 .10
Total 9,478.63
Town Maintenance
Wilfred Foote, Salary 11,826.17


































John Berube, Wages 1,517.81
Rodger Corliss, Wages 9,453.01
Randall Dearborn, Wages 10,308.90
Walter Foote Wageia 3,-876.76
Louis Nikias, w=;ges 8,651.04
William Tiffany, Wages 9,144.24
Ken Glaude, Wages 9,323.22
Jon Osborne, Wages 6,694.45
Charles Perkins, Wages 2,454.15
Lloyd Bailey, III, Wages 128.00
Keith Foote, Wages 1,100.50
Ron MacNayr, Wages 1,297.13
Wilfred Foote, Jr., Wages 143.00
Wilfred Foote, Leased Equipment 42.00
Randall Dearborn, Leased Equipment 60.00
Jon Osborne, Leased Equipment 3.00









W. C. Foote & Sons 18,107.00
R & J Trucking 560.00




Agway Petroleum Corporation 7,368.91
Barrett Equipment Inc. 393.75
B & B Chain Company 482.50
Volkman Electric 204.00
W & W Power Products 69.00
Weare Body and Frame 462.23
Wilber's Service Star 15.84
Armand and Marcy's 49.30
Monitor Publishing 12.10
William Tiffany 71.96
Mr. Gee's Tire Corporation 2,224.76
Massachusetts Cotton Products 254.00
Walter Williams 50.00
The Messenger 33.00
Merrill & Cote, Inc. 254.07
Metra Chem Corporation 2,995.44
George Hollis 200.00
Nick's Auto Service 96.25






Babcock Equipment Co., Inc.







N. H. Distributing Agency
Max Cohen & Sons
Country 3 Corners
Dick's Auto & Truck Repair










R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc.
International Salt




Treasurer, State of N. H., Dept . of Public Works
Office Dimensions








E. W. Sleeper Company
Wilfred Foote
Town of Weare
Consolidated Utility Equipment Service, Inc.
Marion Foote




Brake & Electric Sales Corporation
Liberty International Trucks, Inc.
























































Public Service of N. H. 1,060.99
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Highway Block Grant Aid
Wilfred Foote, Salary 6,641.06
John Berube, Wages 131.25
Rodger Corliss, Wages 4,757.64
Randall Dearborn, Wages 4,907.33
Walter Foote, Wages 4,277.49
Ken Glaude, Wages 4,330.50
Louis Nikias, Wages 4,069.68
Jon Osborne, Wages 2,775.91
William Tiffany, Wages 4,387.54
Ron MacNayr, Wages 920.25
Charles Perkins, Wages 2,095.89
Wilfred Foote, Jr., Wages 44.00
Keith Foote, Wages 688.50
Agway Petroleum Corp 10,841.84




Mr. Gee's Tire Corp 1,419,74






Daniels Drilling and Blasting 1,202.73
Howard P. Fairfield 602.32
W. C. Foote and Sons 11,010.00




Treasurer, State of NH, Department of Public Works 75.40
Penn Culvert Company 3,832.39
E. W. Sleeper Company 344.01
Rockland Road Construction 1,410.00





Wayne McCalvey 300 .00
Total 82,167.41
Road Sealing and Resurfacing
Wilfred Foote, Salary 788.48
Rodger Corliss, Wages 716.53
Walter Foote, Wages 714.99
Louis Nikias, Wages 392.04
Randall Dearborn, Wages 76.65
Ken Glaude, Wages 137.70
William Tiffany, Wages 74.14
Charles Perkins, Wages 103.13
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Road Sealing and Resurfacing Cont'd
Ron MacNayr, Wages





W. C. Foote & Sons






























W. C. Foote & Sons
N. H. Bituminous Company Inc.
Penn Culvert Company
Kearsarge Sawmill and Lumber Company
















































































E. J. Townes Construction
Union Leader Corporation
William Tiffany




Spring Machine and Tool Company, Inc.
Rodger Corliss
Country 3 Corners
W. C. Foote and Sons
R. C. Hazelton Company, Inc.
Thomas Johnson Forest Products
Jordan-Milton Machine
Knoxland Eguipment Inc.






























Dubois & King Inc. 3,780.00
Contoocook Valley Counseling Center






Postmaster, Weare Post Office















Lloyd Bailey, III, Wages 118.37
Donald Rogers, Wages 500.00
Robert Judge, Wages 1,058.03
David Richards, Wages 50.00
David Rice, Wages 40.00
John Mlcuch, Wages 142.00
Henry Colletto, Jr., Wages 42.00
George Welch, Wages 39.60
Total 1,990.00
Cemeteries
Matt Mlcuch, Wages 52.00
Dana Colburn, Wages 9.00
Lloyd Bailey, III, Wages 81.00
Brian Nichols, Wages 87.75
Ted Gurski, Wages 51.75
George Cilley, Wages 56.25
John Mlcuch, Wages 902.83
Fred Drewry, Wages 1,594.80
Robert Judge, Wages 1,439.70
Chris Maine, Wages 22.50
George Welch, Wages 1,645.71
Jane Clegg, Wages 1,113.25






Robert F. Martin 63.70
Raymond L. Rogers 10.00




Treasurer, State of N. H., Dept . of Health and Welfare 8,676.18
Town Poor
Rent 1,605.00
Public Service of N. H. 187.56
Granite State Telephone 72.72
Manchester City Welfare 827.10
City of Laconia 451.22






















Central N. H. Community Health Service
Alhgren & Smith, Guardian Ad Litem
Ginny McGrath, Guardian Ad Litem
Child and Family Services
Rolfe & Rumford House
Concord Oral Surgery














N. H. Mediation Program 1,500.00
Library































Parks and Recreation Cont'd
Barbara Barnes, Wages

















N. H. State Prison
Carole Nevins, Reimb. Snack Bar Supplies
Pepsi Cola Distributing Company






N. H. Restaurant Equipment
N. H. Distributing Agency
Public Service of N. H.
Raymond L. Rogers










American Legion Post 65 290.37
Conservation Commission
Tom Ray Office Supply 21.70
Monitor Publishing 12.10
Postmaster, Weare Post Office 88.00
N. H. Assoc, of Conservation Commissions 190.00











































Gordon A. Russell, Jr. 88.00





Weare Recreational Advocates 500.00
DEBT SERVICE
Notes and Bonds - Principal
BandEast, Notes 16,500.00
Connecticut National Bank, Bonds 35,000.00
Total 51,500.00
Short-Term Notes - Interest
BankEast 2,832.88
Long-Term Notes - Interest
Connecticut National Bank 14,247.50
Tax Anticipation Notes
Amoskeag National Bank and Trust Company 1,000,000.00
BankEast 390,000.00
Total 1,390,000.00
Tax Anticipation Notes - Interest





Chase Park Septic System
E. J. Townes Construction 4 , 907. 47
Highway Department Truck
Grappone Truck Center 3,133.26
Town Hall Roof
Phil Strong & Sons Roofing 6,000.00
Town Office Word Processor Software
Sabar Tech 3,500.00
Fire Department Repairs and Maintenance
Valley Transporation 1,067.50




Stanley Barnes, Wages 175.00
Union Leader Corporation 194.23




Simplex Time Recorder Company 1,012.00
Country 3 Corners 141.34
Henniker Motel 40.66
B & G Painting Contractors 6,300.00
Silver Fox Construction Ltd. 5,787.00
Total 13,849.99
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Revenue Sharing Town Office Furnishings (Second Floor)
N. H. Distributing Agency 162.50
Tom Ray Office Supply 897.75
Total 1,060.25
Revenue Sharing Town Office Suspended Ceiling (Second Floor)
Granite State Acoustics 677.00
Stephen A. Hewitt 196 .80
Total 873.80
Revenue Sharing Chase Park Septic System
William Boisvert and Sons, Inc. 624.00
Union Leader Corporation 25.47
Little Newspapers 16.00
E. J. Townes Construction 4, 334 .53
Total 5,000.00
Revenue Sharing Police Department Renovations
Country 3 Corners 32.41
Revenue Sharing Fire Department Water Holes
Charles McLain 50.00
Revenue Sharing Fire Department Overhead Doors/Center Station
R. G. Tombs Door Company, Inc. 2,200.00
Revenue Sharing Fire Department Oil Burner/Center Station
AGS Services 50.00
The Messenger 20.75
Union Leader Corporation 142.44
Little Newspapers 16.00
Dunbarton Fuel Service, Inc. 9,770.81
Total 10,000.00
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Revenue Sharing Highway Department Truck
Grappone Truck Center 10,000.00
Revenue Sharing Town Office Flagpole
Keeper of the Stationery 16.20
Revenue Sharing Fire Deprtment New/Replacement Equipment
Blanchard Associates 2,925.38
Valley Transportation Inc. 245.00
John Bunting 85.50
C & S Specialty 1,958.60
Conway Associates 1,010.00
Courtry 3 Corners 290.54
Sanel Auto Parts 79.00
Total 6,594.02
Revenue Sharing Town Office Word Processing Equipment
Digital Equipment Corp 5,681.00
Revenue Sharing Cemetery Repairs
Fred Drewry, Wages 118.80
George Welch, Wages 59.40
Robert Judge, Wages 402.60
John Mlcuch, Wages 297.00
Jane Clegg, Wages 279.00
Wm. Boisvert & Sons 360.00
Robert Judge 204.13
Fred Drewry 32.33
Robert F. Martin 30.00
Country 3 Corners 31.12
Total 1,814.38
Revenue Sharing Town Hall/Town Office Handicap Access




Dunbarton Fuel Service 108.00
Edmund's 15.43
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Revenue Sharing Town Hall/Town Office Handicap Access Cont'd.
Excel Construction 3,176.18
Silver Fox Construction, Ltd. 6,598.00
Frank P. Marinace, Architect, P. A. 928.00
Total 11,407.58
Revenue Sharing Master Plan/Capital Improvements Plan
AAA New Hampshire 572.67
Kenneth W. Ward 39.00
William G. Herman 304.74
National Association of Towns and Townships 156.67
N. H. Municipal Association 60.00
Reprotech 470.00
Capitol Hill Hotel 145.67
Total 1,748.75
Revenue Sharing Repair Vault/Shelves
Stanley Barnes, Wages 5.00
Corriveau-Routhier 35.80
Total 40.80
Revenue Sharing Fire Department Communications Equipment
Motorola, Inc. 1,920.00
Cen-Com 699.00
Keystone Battery of N. H., Inc. 59.46
Total 2,678.46
Revenue Sharing Police Department Radio Equipment




Treasurer, State of N. H., Division of Welfare 22,732.52




Leon Taylor, Wages 8.00
Leon Taylor 39 .30
Total 47.30
Municipal Sewer Department
Harold 0. Hall, Wages 2,020.00
Communications Systems 273.00
Beverly Herman, Tax Collector 1,306.13
Public Service of N. H. 303.42
St. Johnsbury Trucking 24.20
Anderson-Nichols 1,620.00
E. J. Prescott 33.64
Total 5,580.39
Insurance
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of N. H. 3,393.11
Weare Mutual Fire Insurance 28.55
Davis & Towle Insurance 18,544.00
Health Insurance Trust, Inc. 11,585.69
Albert C. Jones of New England, Inc. 3,873.42
N.H. Municipal Trusts 16,349.72
N. H. Municipal Worker's Compensation Trust 1,684.28












Joseph A. Trimbur 45.79
Gordon Brown 433.43
Gerard E. Desmarais 228.72
Fitts Woodland Industries 472.45
Doris Phelps 29.67
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Dalphond & Sweatt, Inc. 51.70
Jacqueline Ferretti 12.50
Lorden Lumber Company, Inc. 660 .00
Total 3,106.37
OASI




Peter and Jill Rice
Roland Roberge
Stephen and Janet Brown
Paul A. Regnier
William and Naomi Bolton





Beverly Herman, Tax Collector 2,589.72
Reimbursement for Taxes Bought
Robert Hatfield 4,109.36
Miscellaneous
N. H. Distributing Agency (Compactor) 2,000.00
























Kathyrn J. Bresslin 11.00
Oscar W. Swenson 6.68
Ruth Winslow 17.23
Thomas and Judith Duval 13.35
William G. Bizarro, Jr. 30.00
George Munro 7.25
Estate of Harold Flanders 9.01
Evelyn Kablik 8.80
Carol Adolph 7.32
























Vernon and Elizabeth Dorman 7.97
Vikki Wulf 7.78




Leon and Clara Gregg 20.00
Claude Rheault 52.00




Cold Springs RV Corporation 78.00
Debra L. Quinn 20.00
Wayne Libby 20.00
Scott and Debra Quinn 20.00
Cindy Lemire 19.00
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Discounts and Refunds Cont'd
Ruth Bee 9.00
William Lefebvre 20.00
Mark and Denise Lareau 60.08
Lillian Hudgens 20.00
Merrill Lynch Mortgage Corporation 338.91
Elizabeth Burns 19.34
Eileen Venedam 9.33
No. Central Financial Corporation 129.08




N. H. Bureau of Purchase and Property 6,551.00
Jordan-Milton Machine 57.00
N. H. Distributing Agency 1,700.00
Total 8,308.00
Corliss Cemetery
Donald Rogers, Wages 90.00
William Tiffany 25.00
Rogers Services 19 .50
Total 134.50
Weare Co-op (Voting Booths)
Randall Dearborn, Wages 14.26
Keith Foote, Wages 11.25
Stanley Barnes, Wages 15.00
William Tiffany, Wages 20.22
Jon Osborne, Wages 41.58
Louis Nikias, Wages 12.96
Ron MacNayr, Wages 11 .25
Total 126.52
CARRYOVERS 1984
Revenue Sharing Senior Citizens
Forrest Dearborn 28.8 5
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Revenue Sharing Police Department Pagers
Motorola, Inc. 575.00
Communications Systems 175 . 00
Total 750.00
Revenue Sharing Supervisors of the Checklist
Granite State Data 474.66
Granite State Telephone 22 .92
Total 497.58
Landfill Study
DuBois and King, Inc. 7,200.00
River Road Project
Treasurer, State of N. H., Dept . of Public Works 12,500.00
Conservation Commission
Gordon A. Russell 73.00
Robert Reeve 48 .00
Total 121.00
Intergovernmental Transfers
Treasurer, We a re School District-School Tax l,787,C5i.00
Treasurer, Hillsborough County-County Tax 156,012.00
Total 1,943,663.00
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT 1985
On March 23, 1981, the Selectmen appointed a Dog Officer for
the purpose of picking up stray (unlicensed) dogs. During the
year 1985, approximately 170 calls were received by the Officer
pertaining to animal problems: lost and found, complaints, pick-
ups and general information. All complaint calls were directed
to the Police Department.
A total of 35 dogs were picked up during 1985: 22 were
transported to the Animal Rescue League after attempts to find
their owners proved negative, 2 were transported to animal
hospitals for treatment and then to the Animal Rescue League,
one was injured and transported to Russell Animal Hospital,
4 were deceased and 6 were retrieved by their owners.
As a service to the community, the Dog Officer also conducts





Weare Civil Defense was activated for one emergency this
year, Hurricane Gloria. The Civil Defense was assisted by the
Fire Department in evacuating the trailer parks, for which I
would like to thank Chief Rhodenizer and the men of the Weare
Fire Department.
The threat of a possible disaster due to the Hurricane brings
to mind the importance of a prepared Civil Defense. After review-
ing this incident, we found our Department lacking in several
areas, namely communications and eguipment. I will be attempting
to remedy these shortcomings in the future.
We mourn the passing of Mr. Edgar Hunt, Weare' s Civil Defense
Director, and remember his contributions to the Town. He had a
strong belief in a properly prepared Civil Defense, and we hope





REPORT OF BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
The year 1985 put a strain on the Fire Department budget.
The water tank in Engine 4 started to leak. After trying to
repair the leak, the decision was made to have the tank replaced
and body work done to the compartments around the tank at a cost
of six thousand dollars (S6,000). With not enough money in the
budget to do this job, the Trustees of the Trust Funds were con-
tacted and they offered twenty five hundred dollars (S2,500) to
help defray this cost. Thanks, to the Trustees.
We also had transmission problems with the 1980 Ford at an
additional cost of sixteen hundred dollars (SI, 600). We tried,
with no success, to recover this cost from the Ford Motor
Company.
Two new insulated doors have been installed and the new heat-
ing system is in place. Both seem to be working much more
ef f iciently
.
During 1985, with the rapid building growth that has hit the
Town of Weare, the Board of Fire Wards has arrived at a plan for
fire protection in subdivisions without additional cost to the
taxpayers of the Town. We recommend that the developer of sub-
divisions of five lots or more install a cistern of 30,000
gallons of water at a distance not to exceed 2,000 feet from the
farthest dwelling, that the cistern be installed before the fifth
lot is sold, and an easement to the land be given to the Town of
Weare for the maintenance of the cistern. Possibly, the con-
struction of a pond would also be considered. Hopefully, this
will help in keeping the Weare Fire Department a volunteer de-
partment for a few more years. Other Towns are also in the
process of making these same basic requirements for subdivisions
where rapid growth is taking place.
This year, we are recommending that the Town of Weare pur-
chase a new fire truck. The Town has six fire trucks; three of
these trucks are twenty-five years old, or older. We feel that
the purchase of a new truck is most important for the protection
of life and property to the taxpayers of the Town.
Any input, from the taxpayers of the Town, with a solution as
to how to keep up with the rapid growth the Town is experiencing






Board of Fire Wards
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CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
8 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Annual Report of the Town of Weare, New Hampshire
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association, Inc. con-
tinued to service Weare for this past year. In the Home Care
Program, service is provided under a physician's plan of treat-
ment to patients who are essentially homebound with diagnosed
illness. This service is rendered by health professionals
(Registered Nurses, Physical Therapist, Occupational Therapist,
Speech Therapist, Nutritionist) and paraprof ess ionals , (Homemaker/
Home Health Aides, Home Assistants) according to the patient's
and family's needs. Hospice care is provided to patients in the
last six months of a terminal illness. The Health Promotion Pro-
gram has services (child health, family planning, screening) that
are provided to low income/high risk patients and families in
group settings, such as clinic and screening sites.
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit
or clinic visit.
Anyone in Weare may request service; patient, doctor, health
facility, pastor, friend or neighbor. Patients are also referred
by other agencies. All requests are answered, but continuing
home care can be provided only with a physician's orders.
A call to the Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association,
Inc., (224-4093) between the hours of 8 a.m. and 7 p.m, seven
days a week is all that is necessary to start services or make
inquiries. Hospice staff are on call (224-4093) 7 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all
visits. Fees are scaled for those unable to pay the charge if
that person has no other funding source available. However, for
fee scaling, federal regulations require a financial statement be
completed and a fee appropriate for which the patient will be re-
sponsible. Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or
that no fee is collectible.
This agency is accredited by the National League for Nursing
and American Public Health Association Certified for Medicare and
is a member agency of Home Care Association of New Hampshire,
United Way of Merrimack County, and National Association for Home
Care .
Visits made during the year beginning October 1, 1984 to
September 30, 1985 were:
No. of Clients Vis its
Home Care 29 492
Health Promotion 43 128
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WEARE CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT FOR 1985
Development :
As the growth curve for the Town spirals ever upward, more
and more pressure is being put upon the land to absorb new homes
in subdivisions small and large. At least 70% of the soils
across the Town will support various types of development. 10%
of the remaining soils should be analyzed carefully before being
developed. The 20% left is soils which should not be subjected
to development.
Newly created in 1985 was an on-site review process of each
subdivision proposed as offered before the Weare Planning Board.
This Commission's role in the process, is to determine if critical
soils or unigue natural areas could be threatened by possible
development. Each review necessitates a personal visit to the
subdivision. Roughly 250 hours of on-site time has been devoted
to this work and an additional 50 hours given to writing detailed
reports of the findings. When subdivision lots contain a high
percentage of critical soils, it is usually recommended that such
areas be retained as open space within the development. To leave
such areas undisturbed seldom reduces the developable land area
to any serious economic disadvantage. What such an approach does
is to protect our valuable surface and groundwaters, and our
special natural areas, from degradation.
The finer details of this coordinated effort will continue to
be worked on throughout 1986.
A Major Setback :
Lake Horace Marsh State Level Hearing: In July a hearing
before the State Water Resources Board was called by this Commis-
sion. The purpose of the hearing was to try to bring about a
better understanding as to the serious environmental damage
caused throughout Lake Horace Marsh as a result of the Lake
Horace Land Owners Association's insistence upon lowering the
lake level in October and refilling it again each June. The pri-
mary reason given for the water level action is to protect water
front docks .
In 1983, Weare voters wisely designated Lake Horace Marsh as
New Hampshire's first Prime Wetland. They realized the important
role the marsh plays in insuring constant high water guality in
the lake and downstream in the Piscataguog River. It was, there-
fore, a major disappointment to have the N.H. Water Resources
Board rule in favor of dock protection over the health of Weare 's
largest and most important wetland.
Town Forest :
In June, Robert Reeve accepted the challenge of directing
forestry management throughout Weare' s forest holdings. Selec-
tive cutting for forest stand improvement continued in 1985. The
current cut is being completed with horse loggers, however, des-
pite this Commission's desire to continue with horse logging
ways, it is obvious that this mehtod must give way to more
economical practices.
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During 1985, this Commission has been discussing ways to
effectively utilize those monies gained for the Town from timber
harvests. A warrant article to this end will be offered to the
voters in 1986. Forest Walks: Several guided Town Forest Walks
were conducted for local groups, among them the Weare Historical
Society and several school classes. Trail #1 is well marked and
features a wide variety of forest lore in its one mile course.
Ferrin Pond :
After three years of delay, the access roadway to Ferrin Pond
in South Weare has been redesignated from a Class VI highway to
a foot path by edict of the State's Attorney General's Office.
The access road and the pond's environment has been badly abused
over the past several years. Part of the road bed has already
eroded into an unsightly gully. Preventative maintenance is
needed to stop the erosion and to make the area an attractive
public way for people on foot. Currently, Ferrin Pond is a gath-
ering place for party goers who have little regard for the beauty
and critical nature of the highest pond in Hillsborough County.
This Commission is seeking ways to fund this important conserva-
tion and recreation effort.
Corliss Cemetery :
Through efforts of Terry Knowles and Robert Martin, and
through the use of monies redirected from the Junior Historical
Society, this Commission was able to secure funding and complete
the restoration of the Corliss Cemetery, the Town's oldest.
Ancient grave markers were secured, an inscription etched in a
large boulder, granite posts set and the plot enclosed. With the
remaining funds, it is planned to restore the Felch Tomb, which
is located in the Felch Farm Town Forest.
Conservation Commission meetings are held regularly on the
2nd Tuesday of each month, 7:30 P.M., Town Office Building.
Members: Paul Doscher, Forrest Esenwine, Harold Hall, Robert
Reeve, Gordon Russell and Alicia Walker.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1985
During the year of 1985, the "Red Network" received 681














Fire Drills (Schools) 18
These calls are on "Red Network" only. They do not reflect
calls made by radio, police phone, town phone, or other towns.
At the reguest of the Board of Selectmen, a study committee
was set up by the State Fire Marshal's Office consisting of the
Tom Dawson, State Fire Marshal; Barry Bush, Head of Fire
Standard Training and Bill Towland, Exeter Fire Chief, to study
the general operation of the Weare Fire Department.
A . Equipment
This past year, the Weare Fire Department added to its
equipment the following items:
20 pair of cold weather boots
300 feet of 4-inch hose
200 feet of 1 3/4 fire hose
2 30-minute aluminum self-contained breathing tanks
4 firefighting coats
10 firefighting helmits
4 pair Bunker pants
800 feet of 2 1/2-inch (used) firefighting hose at
25 cents/foot
400 feet of 1 1/2-inch (used) firefighting hose at
50 cents/foot
In addition, there were numerous smaller items of new
equipment purchased through the Mutual Aid Bid List
which saved the Town money.
B . Repairs and Alterations to Trucks
75M5 - rebuilt transmission
75M4 - new water tank, plus had the inside of body sand-
blasted and painted to stop rusting
75M4 - a battery charger/conditioner was purchased and
installed so the battery will always be in a ready
state during emergencies
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Engines 1, 4, 5 and Tanker I were rustproofed by a hot
oiling process at Wilson's Hot Oiling of
Deering. We hope that this will enhance the
body life of the trucks.
Twice a year at inspection time, all vehicles are taken
to the Goffstown Truck Center for a thorough inspection,
including grease jobs, oil change, and a complete check-




All Town buildings were inspected by a State Fire
Inspector from the State Fire Marshal's Office. All




The Fire Department would like to thank the Fire
Auxiliary for its continuing support, the American
Legion for their help, the Highway Department for their
continued help and the Police Department for their
assistance at fires. In closing, we would like to thank the
Townspeople for their continued support in making the Weare
Fire Department a department they can be proud of.*****
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1984 and June 1985, we experienced more forest
fires throughout our state than in any year in the last 50. Two
of the leading causes of the 1,605 fires were children and fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden.
Both causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with
forest fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for
more information.
Enforcement of state timber harvest regulations is the
responsibility of State Forestry officials. Our state has
excellent timber harvest regulations; however, your assistance
is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state
timber harvest law may be violated, call your Forest Fire
Warden .
If you own forest land, you will become responsible for the
timber tax payment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in
the Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest landowners. Con-
tact your Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1985
Number Fires Statewide 1,605
Acres Burned Statewide 1,580
Cost of Suppression $246,017
District 150
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT 1985
The Highway Department purchased the following equipment,
which was paid for by the sale of surplus equipment: three (3)
used dump trucks, plow frames, wings and a 4-WD pickup truck from
the State. We also sold the old grader and purchased a newer one
from the same fund.
We purchased, through bid, a new Ford 4-WD cab/chassis with
plow, using Revenue Sharing Funds.
The Department is presently self-sufficient, except for a
loader, backhoe and chainsaws. When an emergency arises, we use/
hire any outside equipment available, so as to maintain safety in
the Town. This includes closing sections of roads and rerouting.
We've had requests from the Selectmen for speed limit and no
parking signs which were not budgeted. They were put up in hopes
the Police Department would keep an eye on them, so that they are
not constantly being replaced; thereby adding additional costs
to the Town.
The Department has done its share of road grading and raking
constantly, trying to cope with the dust this summer. Regular
duties of the Department consist of ditch cleaning, culvert
cleaning, tree and brush removal, graveling, repairing wash outs,
plowing, sanding and road building, bridge repair, equipment re-
pair, signs and whatever else is asked of them; including fill in
at the Landfill. Presently, we are not budgeted to have full-
time mechanics in the shop. It would take at least two (2) men
to keep up with the workload. Right now, all employees that
drive are required to help maintain the equipment.
Projects for the year:
River Road (Clough Park Section): On Hold; awaiting settle-
ment of government section.
Quaker Street: Was completely redone and tarred from Route
114 to Drewry's Hill.
Five Year Road Program:
Colby Road: The ravine was culverted , road widened and
filled in and graveled; also excavated and
blasted in sections.
Old Barnard Hill Road: From Lewis Farm to the bridge -
blasted, excavated, removed
trees, widened and hauled gravel.
It still needs more work to be
completed
.
Poor Farm Road: Extensive amount of work was done to
long muddy stretches and dangerous hill.
Culverts were replaced and extended;
road excavated, widened and graveled.
This road is almost complete.
Breed Hill (Peaslee): Ongoing from previous years;
finished and tarred this year.
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River Road from Route 77: Ongoing until complete; was
resurfaced almost to the first
bridge .
Road Sealing Fund was used on Breed Hill, River Road, Quaker
Street and sections of East Street and Reservoir Drive.
The year went by guickly. Everytime I went on the road, an-
other house seemed to be put up. This meant a change in service
in that area to compensate for the growth.
With construction going on all around Town, driveway permits
were constant
.
Hiring of a backhoe: We were put "on the waiting list" for
the first time ever. This made it difficult to schedule and
complete some jobs.
The whole Department had a busy year. We tried to keep





REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
In 1985 a small percentage of the population of the Town of
Weare, approximately one percent, suffered a lack of the where-
withal to meet their basic needs.
The cause was, in the main, extreme medical emergencies.
Our country, state and county have programs in place to fill
those needs, but the mechanism of their systems leaves a time gap
which necessitates, by law, Town relief to fill the gap.
The people who work for these agencies are very helpful in
trying to expedite the complicated assistance mechanism. Their
help often saved the Town of Weare money; so did the aid of the
Community
.
With understanding and compassion, Town officials, service
organizations, friends and neighbors, even those who themselves
were helped, by word and deed offered help, gratefully received.
This neighborl iness of Weare itself leaves us hope for less
need in the year to come.
Respectfully submitted,
Sheila Bourbeau
Overseer of Public Welfare
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JOSEPH STONE FUND
REPORT OF THE AGENT FOR 1985
Amoskeag Savings Bank-Investment Savings Certificate $ 2,000.00
721 shrs Santa Fe So. Pacific Corp. cmn .mkt .val . 12/31/85 25,144.88
400 shrs Union Pacific Corp. " " " " 21,450.00
100 shrs Public Service Co. of NH " " " " 825.00
70 shrs American Tele. & Telegraph " " " " 1,732.50
54 shares NYNEX " " " " 5,211.00
$56,363.38
Receipts - 1985
Jan. 3 Union Pacific Corp. $ 180.00
American Telephone and Telegraph 21.00
NYNEX 81.00
Santa Fe Southern Pacific Corp. 180.25
Union Pacific Corp. 180.00
NYNEX 86.40
American Telephone and Telegraph 21.00
Santa Fe Southern Pacific Corp. 180.25
Union Pacific Corp. 180.00
NYNEX 86.40
American Telephone and Telegraph 21.00
Santa Fe Southern Pacific Corp. 180.25
Union Pacific Corp. 180.00
NYNEX 86.40
American Telephone and Telegraph 21.00
Santa Fe Southern Pacific Corp. 180.35
30 Amoskeag Savings Bank - Interest 206 . 35
$2,071 .55
Payments - 1985
















































Respectfully submitted by Elizabeth P. Straw, Agent
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the Stone
Fund Agent, Town of Weare, N. H. and in our opinion they present
fairly the transactions of said Agent for year ending December
31, 1985.
Robert G. Hatfield, Auditor
Marilyn Perkins, Auditor
Daniel Corsetti, Jr., Auditor
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JOSEPH STONE FUND












































N. H. Bank Safe Deposit Rent 10.00
Pd. on Orders 1, 150.00
Henry Osborne, Postage
Lucille Waterman, Postage,
Pd . on Orders
Elizabeth Straw, Postage
Lucille Waterman, Postage,










This is to certify that we have audited the records of the Stone
Fund Treasurer, Town of Weare, N. H. and in our opinion they
present fairly the transactions of said Treasurer for year ending
December 31, 1985.
Robert G. Hatfield, Auditor
Marilyn Perkins, Auditor
Daniel Corsetti, Jr., Auditor
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PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
1985 ANNUAL REPORT
Chase Park has had another successful season. Many resi-
dents, who enjoyed the park, expressed their satisfaction with
the f acil i ties .
The Snack Bar was open for the entire season for the conve-
nience of the patrons and it was able to show a substantial pro-
fit which added to the Park revenues.
A septic system was installed as planned but the building to
house the toilet facilities will not be installed until Spring
1986, at which time the final seeding over the septic system will
be completed. This was a big project but one that will enhance
the Park and provide a good sanitation system.
Future goals for 1986 include:
Removing the present diving platform, which is a hazard, and
olacing the board on a raft in deep water.
Installing a volleyball area over the septic system.
Providing anti-erosion measures and site improvement.
The Commission would like to thank all the Weare citizens,
especially the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, who have helped to








William G. Herman, Ex-officio
*****
REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS
The Board of Trustees of the Weare Trust Funds regrets that
the amounts on individual accounts were not available for this
printing. Anyone interested in the earnings of any account may
have this information after March 1, 1986.
Respectfully submitted,
Raymond L. Rogers, Chairman
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WEARE POLICE REPORT 1985
During 1985, the Chiefs of Police Association for the State
of New Hampshire completed a study of the needs of the Town of
Weare in regards to police protection and recommended that the
Town hire a full-time police chief. A local study committee was
appointed by the Board of Selectmen to finish the study where the
Chiefs Association left off, and to make recommendations as to
the feasibility of hiring a full-time Chief of Police or any
other recommendations pertaining to police protection for the
Town. I am not aware of any recommendations from this committee
at this time.
During the year, approximately 3,200 calls were received by
the police dispatcher. A number of these were for information
and were handled directly by the dispatcher on duty. Some other
calls were the type that could be delayed until a local officer
was available. Only 41, or approximately 1.3% of the calls,
were received at a time when no local officer was available;
therefore, State Police assistance was reguested. Other calls
for assistance were made to State Police without going through
our local dispatch.
Three officers are no longer active with the department and
we have gained only one new experienced man. To provide more
efficient and better service we still need two or three part-time
officers who would be available to work evenings and weekends.
Training during 1985 consisted of all but one of our officers
completing a course in the latest method of detecting DWI
offenders. One officer completed a firearms refresher course
sponsored by the State of New Hampshire Police Standards and
Training Council. All members of the department are currently
certified by the State of New Hampshire as part-time officers.
An article has been included in the budget this year for a
maximum of $3,000.00 for a record keeping computer system. An
improved record system was recommended in the Chiefs Study. Also
this computer can help establish trends in crime, accidents and
help identify trouble spots in crime prevention.
An article for a radar unit has also been included in the
budget reguest for 1986 as we have found by using the one
purchased by the men of the department we have been able to
decrease the number of accidents, and in particular the fatal
accidents. The Highway Safety Commission has money available on
a matching basis for radar units.
A replacement cruiser is needed this year, as the present
unit has over 75,000 miles on it and is four years old. This
unit should be kept for emergencies for limited use when the new
unit is out of service and could be used at serious accidents or
fires to help protect the scene.
More programs at the school are planned for 1986 with a
program on drugs already underway. Another session of finger-
printing is available for school children similar to the one we
previously held upon reguest.
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The Department would appreciate any comments you may have to
help improve the services provided and at the same time striving
to maintain a budget we can all live with as taxpayers.
Respectfully submitted,
D. E. Thomson, Chief
*****
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
1985 has represented the most active year experienced to da-fee
by the Weare Planning Board. In March, four new members were
appointed to the Board.
During the past nine months, the Board has received 59 plans
with reguests for lot approvals and one reguest for 11 condomin-
ium units. Of these reguests, 76 lots have been approved and two
have been denied. 48 lots, as well as the 11-unit condo plan
have yet to be acted upon. The Planning Board has scheduled 61
appointments for January through May 1986.
The Board was actively involved in redrafting the present
Master Plan. Several sections of the plan have now been complet-
ed, including the Goals and Objectives and the various land use
maps. The Board hopes to have the entire plan finished by mid-
1986.
A fee system has been implemented to allow for the hiring of
a clerk to deal with the substantial increase in paperwork. The
Planning Board Office is now staffed on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday for scheduling appointments, filing plans and paying
fees .
The Conservation Commission, Fire Department and Road Agent
are providing substantial information and assistance in the ex-
amination of plans submitted for subdivision approval and the
Board wishes to express its thanks for the work done by these
individuals .
The Board sees no decrease in subdivision reguests in the
foreseeable future and will continue to do its utmost to serve
the planning interests of the Town of Weare.
Murray Wigsten, Chairman
James Nevins, Vice-Chairman








WEARE PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
Circulation for 1985 17,653
Gift Books added to collection 108
Books & non-print items purchased 410
Total additions to collection 518
Withdrawn from collection 203
The increase in population in the Town has caused a sharp
increase in circulation as well as usage of other Library ser-
vices. 17,653 books were checked out of the library with a jump
over the previous year's total of 16,124, showing an increase of
1,529 in 1985.
Story hour and reading club participation continues to in-
crease as well as patrons requesting books and information which
must be searched out and sometimes provided through inter-library
loans
.
A survey of residents indicated a need to expand our hours to
accommodate those going through Town during the supper hour and
the need to make the hours open each day similar in order to
avoid confusion.
Some surveyed saw the crowded conditions as a hindrance to
providing adequately for all the Town's library needs.
Trust funds (money left by benefactors directly to the
Library) were greater than usual and being assured that this was
a one time situation, the Trustees decided to use a large portion
of the money to have plans drawn up for an addition to the
present building.
After investigating several architectural firms, Daniel V.
Scully of Peterborough was chosen to formulate the preliminary
plans
Trust funds were also used to update equipment with the pur-
chase of an electronic typewriter, two bookcases on wheels, a
storage cabinet and stand for the photocopy machine, a rug and
small table and chairs for the children's area, as well as more
books than planned for in the regular budget.
Money from book sales and fines were used to purchase a copy
machine which is available for use when the Library is open.
Volunteers and book contributors continue to be of great
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1985 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WEARE RESCUE SQUAD
The Rescue Squad answered a total of 153 calls from November
1, 1984 to October 31, 1985. Of these calls, 89 were for medical
emergencies, 24 auto accidents, and 40 for other calls such as
non- transport , mutual aid and canceled calls. This is a small
decrease from the previous year.
There were 15 members of the Rescue Squad as of January 1,
1985. Two have chosen not to renew their licenses. This, combin-
ed with most members working full-time in or out of Town, leaves
the Squad limited during the day. We are currently looking for
people who are willing to take at least 40 hours training, or who
already have the training, to join the Squad. A 40-hour Advanced
First Aid Course will be scheduled when sufficient interest is
shown. Please contact Chief Chester Rhodenizer or myself, Jon
Osborne, for further information.
The Weare Emergency Medical Services Association welcomes any
Townspeople who wish to join this association and help continue
the fine service that the Squad has given the Town for so many
years. Anyone interested in joining should contact Director,
Jon Osborne at 529-1547 or Leon Methot at 529-2609.
The Director and Members of the Rescue Squad wish to thank
all the Townspeople for their support of the Squad, especially
employers who allow Rescue Squad members to leave work and
respond to the rescue calls. Their help is greatly appreciated.
Membership is as follows:
Director (Captain) Jon Osborne Mark Hollis
Secretary/Treasurer Leon Methot Vicki L'Heureux
Stanley Barnes Fran Maxfield
James Brown Cindy Merrill
Larry Damour Donna Osborne








SOUTHERN MEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
A wide variety of services, resources and technical assist-
ance is made available to your town through the dues-paying
membership in the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission. A
professional planning staff, assisted by consultants in certain
disciplines for which the Commission does not employ a full-time
staff, works under the overall direction of your representatives
in developing and carrying out planning programs that are deemed
important for your community as well as for the region.
Staff services provided under the Commission's local assist-
ance program are mostly decided by -the communities themselves.
However, certain general studies, notifications or acguisition of
resources which are deemed useful to all member-municipalities
are also made under this program with a directive of the Commis-
sion .
Local Assistance services provided to the Town of Weare dur-
ing the past year were as follows:
1. Updated the town's base map showing all roads and high-
ways as of 1985;
2. Provided assistance to the Town's Coordinator relative to
the development and interpretation of the floodplain
regulat ions
;
3. Arranged for and participated in a meeting between the
Planning Board, the Building Committee and the Building
Commissioner, City of Manchester, to discuss the pros and
cons of adopting the BOCA code;
4. Purchased a set of 1981 aerial photos for the Town of
Weare, in the scale of 1" = 400' , from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture; and
5. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series to which
Weare oficials were invited.




TRUSTEES OF THE CEMETERIES REPORT
1985 was a busy year for the Cemetery Trustees. In addition
to general cemetery maintenance, two major cemetery restoration
projects have been undertaken and are near completion.
The Abigail Corliss Cemetery, the oldest known burial site in
Weare, has been restored including the reproduction of the in-
scription found on the Abigail Corliss grave marker onto a large
boulder marking the entrance to the site. Special thanks go to
the Weare Junior Historical Society for providing the funding for
this project, and to Gordon Russell, Jr. and George Hollis for
their aid in bringing the project to completion.
At the March 1985 Town Meeting, monies were voted from
Federal Revenue Sharing for the repair of town cemeteries. The
repair and restoration of the Sugar Hill Cemeteries located off
Route 77 was commenced in the summer of 1985. The project in-
cluded the repair and cleaning of broken stones, clearing of
trees and brush, loaming and seeding of sunken graves, and the
replacement of fences and gates. All restoration work was done
according to the N. H. Old Graveyard Association's Restoration
Handbook to reduce the chances of further damage to delicate
gravestones and markers. Special thanks to Fred Drewry for
creating the sign which identifies the cemetery including the
Town History reference. We hope to have the entire project con-
cluded in the spring of 1986.
With 60% of the Federal Revenue Sharing money remaining in
the account, we are in the process of targeting sites for repair
in 1986.
We look forward to a busy and successful year. To quote the
Graveyard Restoration Handbook: "Graveyards comprise an impor-
tant cultural resource. Each gravestone is an historical
artifact to be respected and preserved."
Respectfully submitted,
Robert F. Martin, Chairman
Terry M. Knowles, Secretary
Robert Richards
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FIRE DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT STUDY
NOVEMBER 15, 1985
INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 1985, a Fire Department Management Study-
was conducted for the Town of Weare by a management team made up
of Thomas Dawson, State Fire Marshal, Barry Bush, Chief of Fire
Service Training and William Toland, Exeter Fire Chief. This
study consisted of a complete review of the Weare Fire Depart-
ment, a formal meeting with the Fire Wards and a formal meeting
with the Town Selectmen. On one occasion, members of the Weare
Fire Department visited the Exeter Fire Department to exchange
ideas .
The management team found an excellent volunteer fire depart-
ment and very positive suoport for fire protection by the Fire
Wards and the Town Selectmen. The Weare Fire Department is well
managed and fairly well eguipped.
The Town of Weare is growing at a rate which reguired careful
planning and control. Esoecially the control of structures being
built to assure that they are safe and sound and meet all exist-
ing fire and applicable building codes.
It is the hope of the management team that the very process
of this study brought to light some of the areas that need
strengthening or modifying. Hopefully, all the ideas presented
in the list of recommendations have already been discussed and
are well understood. The list of recommendations made to the
Town of Weare, N. H. is as follows:
RECOMMENDATION
1. Detailed responsibilities and authority for the following




c. Fire Chief (Fire Department)
This should be accomplished with the aid of an outside facil-
itator. Also, each group needs to develop goals and objec-
tives for the overall mission of fire protection in the Town
of Weare
.
2. Full-time people are needed in the Fire Department (town) to
oerform the following vital functions:
a. Plans Review/Fire Code Enforcement
b. Building Code Inspectors
c. Fire Prevention/Fire Inspections
d. Apparatus Maintenance
e. Quick Emergency Response for Emergency Medical and Fire
Calls
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3. Although the Fire Department appears to be reasonably well
managed, the Rules, Regulations, and Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP's) need to be refined, analyzed and reduced
to writing with the appropriate distribution to all Fire
Department members and policy making groups.
4. Records of Fire Department activities such as fires, fire
prevention matters, investigations, inspections, maintenance
and general administrative functions need to be implemented
as guickly as practical. (Note: This item can be achieved
by hiring appropriate full-time fire personnel - see recom-
mendation #2 - and/or by providing additional part-time funds
for clerical and key designated fire department officers.)
In other words, clerical support staff is necessary now as
well as providing adeguate funding for present part-time fire
officers. The hiring of full-time staff and providing part-
time clerical support will solve these problems.
5. When the time is appropriate, the Fire Department needs to
become part of a comprehensive mutual aid system with
centralized communications , that has been recognized by the
Insurance Services Office (ISO) for fire insurance premium
reduction. (For example: Capital Area Fire Mutual Aid).
6. Incoming firefighters should be reguired to have a physical
examination, including a chest x-ray and an electrocardio-
gram. Also, the department should establish a mandatory
retirement age of 65. Department members must be encouraged
to stay in excellent physical condition to be able to with-
stand the rigors of fire fighting. In fact, it is not unrea-
sonable to reguire, at town expense, firefighters who are
over 40 to take an annual physical examination.
7. Efforts should continue to provide training and certification
to Fire Department and Rescue Sguad members. Where necessary
the town should provide additional funds for meeting fire de-
partment/rescue sguad training goals.
8. Research and implement a long-range fire and rescue vehicle
and eguipment replacement schedule. Create a capital reserve
fund to achieve this recommendation. As there are several
vehicles in the 1950's vintage, these will need replacement
very shortly. A five-year replacement plan needs to be de-
vised so the Town will know the capital eguipment replacement
for the Fire Department in five year time blocks.
9. It appears that the Town of Weare has too many fire stations
operating. It is recommended that thought be given to clos-
ing a station, such as Lakeview, or entering into an agree-
ment with neighboring towns to operate existing outlying
stations. (Note: If a cooperative agreement cannot be reach-
ed with a neighboring town(s) on fire station operation, then
the existing Lakeview Station should be maintained so as to
keep at least a minimal level of protection in a growing
area of town
.
10. The present headgaurters , Central Fire Station, abuts school
district property with little or no room for expansion and
parking, and also lacks a water supply to adeguately resupply
fire apparatus. Recognizing these limitations, consideration
should be given to relocating this station to alleviate these
problems in the future.
11. At the appropriate time, the Town of Weare should request
that the Town and Fire Department be graded by the Insurance
Service Off ice
.
12. As the Town lacks a public municipal water system and due to
the growth of the Town now and where appropriate existing
subdivisions should be required to install static water sup-
plies for fire department use. These can be cistern type or
of the farm pond style. The Town of New Boston fire depart-
ment has such a requirement that can be adapted for Weare.
13. The Town needs to maintain present budget requests for up-
grading, replacement and maintenance of general fire/rescue
equipment, such as protect ive . clothing , portable radios,
safety equipment, hand tools, etc., in order to maintain
finer department effectiveness.
It has been our pleasure conducting this management survey in
the Town of Weare. Should you have any questions, please feel
free to contact any of us individually or collectively. Thank you.
WEARE SOLID WASTE RESOURCE RECOVERY REPORT
Recycling of aluminum cans, glass and rags has a very
checkered history we have found. The outlay of tax dollars for
buildings, storage bins, balers and processing personnel usually
results in occasionaly breaking even.
As we felt our first goal was to save tax dollars, we con-
cerned ourselves with lowering the garbage tonnage to be trans-
ported and to be charged for by the ton at the incinerator by
removing the heaviest materials first. Glass can be recycled,
but it is coiapar i t ively expensive to process and has a low resale
value. Therefore, we recommend that glass be recycled only to
the extent that it is collected and stockpiled for later use as
fill or as a road building base material. We believe this will
reduce our tonnage to Concord by up to 25%. If, at a later date
a steady reliable market develops, we can expand our areas of
recycling to realize further savings.
Later in the year, the Selectmen requested we study and make
recommendations on the most cost effective method to transport
our solid waste to the co-operative incinerator. At the same
time, we were invited to join in talks with Henniker and
Hillsboro to discuss a mini-transportation co-operative between
us and possibly other towns. To date, the town representative
committees agree there would be a definite savings if we all used
one common means of transport to the Concord Incinerator. To do
this, we would each own our own compatible containers. What
size, kind, etc., has yet to be determined. It should also be
noted we are still studying other alternatives such as door to






A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
TOWN OF WEARE
PREPARED BY
THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS COMMITTEE
NEW HAMPSHIRE ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE INCORPORATED
OCTOBER 1985
FORWARD
At the request of the Board of Selectmen for the Town of
Weare, the Professional Standards Committee of the New Hampshire
Association of Chiefs of Police, Inc., conducted a survey of the
Weare Police Department, exploring the feasibility of instituting
a full-time police department.
During the study, the Committee contacted and interviewed the




Weare is a town that is large in land area, being about 64
square miles in size. The town is situated in the south-central
part of New Hampshire and is in Hillsborough County. Two state
highways carry the bulk of the traffic; route 77, which is the
major connector to Concord, and route 114, connecting to Goffs-
town and Manchester. The population, based on the 1980 census,
is given as 3,622. Of extreme interest and importance ' to the
study is the fact that the 1970 census showed a population of
1,851, representing a 96% increase over a ten year period. Prior






Town officials agreed that there is a significant increase in
the population in the summer, due to two lakes which attract sea-
sonal occupation. The estimate provided indicated a summer popu-
lation of 10,000, but it was not possible to substantiate this
number. However, there is a marked increase during the summer
months. The Police Department is responsible for patrolling
approximately 120 miles of road.
Town officials were not able to provide a breakdown between
permanent homes and seasonal properties. There are three mobile
home parks with a total of about 80 units. The town is unigue,
in that for its size it had no shopping or business district,
other than the central location of the town offices and the
school. Three general stores, located in different parts of the
town, service basic foot supplies. There is one restaurant and a
sub shop, no motels, no apartment complexes, and no industry. The




There is one school, which provides the educational needs for
about 650 students, grades 1 through 12. It was also learned
that the town is contemplating entering into an agreement with
the neighboring town of Henniker to establish a regional high
school, which most likely would be located in Weare. There is a
privately run kindergarten/nursery school.
The Fire Department is a volunteer force with a rescue ser-
vice. The Granite State Telephone Company is the largest busi-
ness in the community, employing about twenty people.
The offices of the Selectmen appear to be progressing with
the population changes and has modern equipment with an adequate
staff to care for the normal day-to-day business.
In a tour of the Town, we found a community of attractive,
well-maintained homes. There is a rural appearance to the town,
basically wooded and scenic.
The tax base is dependent upon homeowner's property tax, bol-
stered to some extent by seasonal property owners. The present
tax rate was quoted as $23 per thousand on a 92% valuation.
Government is by a Board of Selectmen who have an Administra-
tive Assistant. The Chief of Police is appointed by the Select-
men .
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Police Department headquarters is located in the basement
of the Town Hall, a typical situation for most towns. The facil-
ity is presently undergoing some restoration and redesign, appar-
ently with the labor being done by members of the department. The
office area, which is also the public reception area, was a well-
lighted, attractive area. It contained file cabinets, desk,
table and some office equipment. Its major drawback was the lack
of outside windows'. Still undergoing major work was a back area
where a cell will be located and a booking/work area. As it pre-
sently exists, there is no area in the station itself that pro-
vides for privacy to persons coming in to file complaints or
transact other business. This could be rectified by sectioning
off a portion of the main room as a separate office for the
Chief.
The department consists of, at the time of this study, a
Chief of Police, Sergeant, three patrolmen, and three auxiliary
officers. Of these, the sergeant is a qualified firearms in-
structor and one of the patrolmen is a certified PF-24 instruc-
tor. Court presecution and most clerical duties fall to the
Chief of Police.
The 1985 budget request, which we understand was approved at
the annual town meeting, was for $33,380.00. This budget includ-
ed a $3,000.00 increase in the wage line (line 100) for increased
coverage, to operate a car each weeknight and for most of each
weekend .
RECOMMENDATION
The Committee unanimously recommends that the Town of Weare
create a full-time position of Chief of Police.
Ill
COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee utilized the available data on the activities
of the Weare Police Department which was contained in the Town
Reports for the years 1978 through 1983, and additional informa-
tion provided by Chief Thomson. One of the major difficulties in
assessing the activity levels of the department was a lack of
uniformity in the statistical reporting.
The department man-hours were broken out for 1981 through
1985 as follows:
1981 2,234 hours 49.26/week
1982 2,833 hours 54.48/week
1983 3,103 hours 59 c 67/week
1984 2,788 hours 53.61/week
1985 *2,415 hours 77.90/week
*Represents 31 weeks of 1985.
It is essential that the public have access to the police at
all times, 24 hours a day, 365 days a week. It is equally essen-
tial that police respond to emergencies at all times. The Town
of Weare has accomplished this through a fairly standard proce-
dure for towns that do not have full-time, round-the-clock cover-
age. They have utilized reactive coverage by their own part-time
staff, with assistance from the New Hampshire State Police.
It is apparent to this Committee that the Weare Police
Department was providing man-hours of service equivalent to
having an officer working a minimum of forty hours a week. How-
ever, proactive coverage appeared to be unstructured. As best we
could understand it, a part-time officer is placed "on-call" for
a one week period. If he lives in town, he keeps the police
cruiser at his home and when he is home (usually after 6:00 P.M.
on weekdays) responds to calls. If no local officer is avail-
able, the call is routed to the State Police. This response
depends on availability of their units and how close they might
be to the town at the time of the call. The officer who is on
call will generally patrol several hours on weekends, usually in
the evening, but not scheduled. Each officer is allowed to set
his own time on proactive patrol.
The best information provided on activity was for the years
from 1982 to present as the Chief of Police did a records search
as requested by this Committee for that period of time. Chief
Thomson was also able to provide information from the State
Police. The following is a comparative breakdown of traffic
accidents investigated by those agencies in the Town of Weare:
WEARE STATE TOTAL
1982 48 25 73
1983 48 21 69
1984 28 39 67
1985 20
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Criminal activity was as follows:
WEARE STATE TOTAL
1982 226 62 288
1983 109 76 185
1984 111 76 187
1985 26
Figures for 1985 represent the first seven months.
The trend observed from the above data reflected a decrease
in activities as man-hours of patrol increased . Assuming that
activities are an unwanted quantity, it makes sense to achieve as
much of an increase in patrol time as budgetary restraints will
allow. We see a full-time position as a way to achieve this end.
There are several advantages to having a full-time officer:
1. Structured schedule of time for police coverage.
2. Closer coordination of the police function with the
elected officials of the town.
3. Greater visibility to townspeople.
4. Better response time during daylight hours.
5. More control of scheduling for part-time officers.
The major disadvantage is the increased cost. However, given
the number of man-hours presently worked, the increase in cost
should not actually be high.
Other types of activity, such as responding to alarms, dog
complaints and missing/runaway persons add to the burden already
being experienced. In addition, from October 1983 to December
1984, there were 297 traffic summonses issued. From January 1985
to September 1985, there were 385 summons.
In summary, the activity and manhours of work indicate a need
for the Town of Weare to hire a full-time Chief of Police, more
particularly with the concept of a regional high school in the
immediate future.
METHOD OF SELECTION
The Selectmen should establish a minimum criteria for appli-
cants. As an absolute minimum, candidates must be high school
graduates, should have not less than five years experience (full-
time) in policing, with some of that at a supervisory level.
Should require person selected to relocate within a reasonable
period of time.
The New Hampshire Municipal Association, or some similar type
of agency, should be requested to provide testing for the posi-
tion. An oral board, preferably of five New Hampshire Chiefs,
should be used to evaluate those candidates meeting the minimum
criteria and passing the written examinations, with the panel re-
commending three finalists for consideratio by the Selectmen.
The Selectmen should make the final decision.
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It is recommended that a minimum starting salary of $20,000
should be offered. The feeling of the Committee was that any
lesser amount would discourage gualified candidates from apply-
ing. The starting salary could be adjusted commensurate with
experience. Benefits presently offered to other full-time em-
ployees should be the same. A minimum six month probationary
period should be established, with a monthly evaluation by the
Town Administrative Assistant, with a report to the Selectmen.
A work agreement should be part of the hiring process so both the
Town and the Chief understand what is expected.
Finally, a Chief must have latitude to make decisions as to
approp-rite scheduling, training, etc., and should be allowed and
encouraged to make such decisions. It is important that the Town
continue to have a part-time force under the direction of the
full-time Chief .
OTHER SUGGESTIONS
In conducting this study, the Committee noted some areas that
need immediate attention, and some that should be considered in
the long range planning of the Town.
There is an immediate need to update the records system.
Basic records must be indexed in such a manner as to allow re-
trieval of the records without a long manual search. In this
same vein, statistics should be uniform in order to facilitate
planning
.
A part-time clerical position should be assigned to the
police department, providing fifteen to twenty hours a week to
maintain records, answer reguests from insurance companies for
copies of investigation reports and provide information to
attorneys when reguired for court cases.
As a long range consideration, the dispatch system should be
evaluated. The present system seems to work well because of the
cooperat iveness of the person presently performing the duties.
The Town should look into the possibility of contracting their
dispatch services with a neighboring community or a county sys-
tem .
CONCLUSION
The Committee would like to express their appreciation for
the cooperat iveness of Chief Thomson. Where there were some
short-comings as listed above, overall we felt that Chief Thomson
was doing a fine job in providing services under difficult cir-
cumstances. To his credit, he has made attempts to provide
written direction to his officers through policies and regula-
tions. He has brought the department into compliance with recent
mandates of the Police Standards and Training Council and,
through the utilization, of members of his department, has estab-
lished a training program to keep his officers abreast of current
developments in policing. His officers are to be commended for
their work in providing a facility which, through their labor, is
an asset to the Town and provides a comfortable, attrative work-
place .
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We would also like to thank Mr. Ken Ward for his assistance
and the time spent with the Committee. We enjoyed the task of
assessing the needs of the Town of Weare and sincerely hope that
our input will assist the Town in reaching this most important
decision in its development.
In the final analysis, the success of such a decision will
depend upon complete cooperation between the Selectmen, the new
Chief of Police, and the officers of the department themselves.
It will also depend upon the success rate experienced by the new
Chief in attempting to build up the confidence of the townspeople
so that they will continue to back the department.
With a wise selection of a Chief, the backing of the Select-
men, and the implementation of the recommendations contained in
this survey, the Town should be successful in upgrading its
Police Department to a full-time position. We wish the Town of
Weare every success in this endeavour.
AUDITORS REPORT ON
SEMI-ANNUAL TAX COLLECTION
In compliance with 1985 Weare Town Meeting directive concern-
ing the possible adoption of semi-annual tax collection, the Town
Auditors recommend the adoption of semi-annual tax collection.
In arriving at this recommendation, we reviewed the 1985 commit-
tee report and other related materials. We also discussed this
subject with Municipal Services Division of the N. H. Department
of Revenue Administration and officials from two towns which have
adopted the semi-annual collection of taxes.
The Municipal Services Division reported that as of 1984, 96
municipalities had adopted the policy of semi-annual tax collec-
tion. Every town has reported favorable results from the adop-
tion of this policy.
In regards to changing the fiscal year of the Town, the Audi-
tors can see no need or justification for this change, other than
"paperwork". It would also mean that the Town would have to
raise taxes for an 18-month period rather than 12 months. As of
1984, only 16 municipalities had adopted a fiscal year change
(12 of which are cities). The Auditors, therefore, do not
recommend changing the Town's fiscal year.
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REPORT OF WEARE POLICE STUDY COMMITTEE
The Police Study Committee was appointed in August 1985, but
work was not actually begun until the fall. A feasibility
study, prepared by the New Hampshire Association of Chiefs of
Police, was not received until November, and this was needed as
a major starting point from which the Committee could proceed.
After reviewing the feasibility study, the Committee proceeded
to meet with various persons in order to gather information
which could lead them to what they hoped would be an honest
conclusion. Among those the Committee met with were: represen-
tatives from the State Police; Warner, N. H. Chief of Police
(part-time); Bradford, N. H. Chief of Police (full-time);
Bradford Board of Selectmen; and Chief Donald Thomson and
Officer Rich Tillotson of the Weare Police Department. A public
forum was also held to allow citizens of the Town of Weare to
voice their opinions, either pro or con, in regards to their
Police Department, which, although poorly attended, proved
informative to the Committee.
Several things became apparent in the course of this study,
and led the Committee to their final conclusions. First and
foremost was the general feeling that the people of Weare wanted
a dependable, responsive and efficient police force. Secondly,
the Town has steadily reached the point where its population is
virtually exploding in every area. No longer is Weare the quiet
little country community whose population seemed to stay in a
relatively fixed position. With the increase in residents came
a proportionate increase in calls to the police. With the urban
sprawl towards our borders came some of the criminal activities
usually associated with cities rather than country towns. In-
creases in vehicular traffic brought with it more speeders, more
DWI ' s , more accidents, and more fatalities. A corresponding
rise in drug trafficking, break-ins, assaults, and other crimes,
many of them committed during daytime hours, left the Town feel-
ing unprotected in many ways. The State Police received more
calls from the Town of Weare than any other town on Troop B's
jurisdiction. Out of 18 towns, Weare accounts for 25% of the
State Police statistics.
Full daytime coverage would offer better protection with
much faster response time. There would be better continuity and
communication between officers on the force since there would be
no lag period between shifts. The daytime officer(s) could fill
in the night duty officer on anything that had happened during
the day, and make him aware of what to be on the look-out for
during his duty time.
Better administration could be expected since a full-time
officer would be performing his duties as his full-time occupa-
tion, not as a spare-time job. This should also lead to better
rapport and understanding with the other officers, leading in
turn to a more efficient force. It should also allow for better
interaction with surrounding towns' police departments, and
better record keeping and court preparation.
Twenty-four hour coverage would be possible with a full-time
officer which should provide better police response, better pro-
tection, and better results.
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Higher visibility of the police at all hours should have a
positive effect on reducing crime.
With the Town of Weare growing as it is, and with the enor-
mous increase in population during the summer months, it has
become virtually impossible for ANY part-time department to
provide the type of police protection the citizens have a right
to expect. And the growth will only continue to grow. And with
each growth step there comes the increase in crime that we all
wish would stay away. But it won't. We must face the fact that
Weare is no longer the guiet farming community way out in the
country. As much as we hate to admit it, it is guickly becoming
a suburban area. We should take steps now to insure it stays,
at least, a safe community.
With these things in mind, it is the recommendation of the
Weare Police Study Committee that the Weare Police Department
become a full-time force with at least one full-time officer.
We also recommend the following in regards to this recommenda-
tion :
A. The full-time officer should be the Chief of Police, and
he be newly appointed from outside the present depart-
ment personnel.
B. That the new Chief should be an experienced police
officer, preferably from out of state and already pen-
sioned from his last department.
C. That he should be accountable to the Selectmen since
they are elected by the people.
D. That he be hired on a one year trial basis before final
appointment
.
E. That someone from the Weare Police Study Committee
should be part of a selection committee to interview and
select applicants.
The Committee realizes that this is a major step for the
Town, and the conclusions were made after weighing many factors.
Weare needs a good police department. They deserve it. But
they cannot have it by ignoring what is happening in our Town,
and what could happen if we continue to ignore it. Like it or
not, Weare is growing up, and our Police Department must grow up
with i t
.
We did not take our duty lightly. We do not make our recom-
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON
SEMI-ANNUAL TAX COLLECTION
Marc Hess was appointed as a Finance Committee representative
to the Committee to investigate semi-annual tax collection. He
attended the December 11, 1984 meeting and submitted a report to
the Finance Committee on January 16, 1985.
On February 13, 1985, Marc Hess submitted the report of the
Semi-Annual Tax Committee and recommended acceptance of the pro-
posal as presented. He noted that he could not assure the
validitity of the figures as given.
Some discussion of the semi-annual tax collection plan
ocurred at the September 5, 1985 meeting and it was noted that a
written proposal be sumbitted by the Finance Committee to the
Selectmen in January 1986.
On October 23, 1985 a discussion of the recommendations of
the Semi-Annual Tax Collection Committee was held. Many ques-
tions were left unanswered as to the cost of the procedure
relative to the savings. A request was made to have Marc Hess
and/or Bev Herman present at the October 30, 1985 meeting to
clarify some points.
On October 30, 1985, Marc Hess gave an overview of the pro-
posal for semi-annual tax collection. He stated that it was the
Selectmen's prerogative to declare semi-annual tax collection.
Questions were raised by various members of the Committee in
reference to the cost of mailings, administration and the total
effect on the tax rate.
Also asked were: Would it be necessary and appropriate to
adjust all tax expenditures (i.e., school and town) for an 18
month period or only the town? Should that large 18 month budget
voted in March of 1986 be swallowed in one tax year or spread
over a period of years in a bond issue?
It was felt by the members of the Committee that they would
like to have D. Thomson speak on the above mentioned questions
on November 13th.
"Auditor Hatfield joined the Committee (on November 13, 1985)
for a question and answer session on semi-annual tax collection.
A variety of topics was covered and clarification of salient
points was accomplished. Mr. Hatfield pointed out that estab-
lishing semi-annual tax collection and changing the fiscal year
required the collection of 18 months total taxes in advance, not
merely the town portion. Semi-annual tax collection without
change of fiscal year still mitigates much of the town's borrow-
ing costs. Mr. Hatfield stated that the only advantage to chang-
ing the fiscal year is the record keeping process. The auditor's
experience has been that every town that has gone to semi-annual
tax collection has benefited."
The Finance Committee voted on November 13, 1985 to approve
semi-annual tax collection in the Town of Weare without changing
the fiscal year, and to send a chronological account of the meet-
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pupsnoqx pa^punn sat^ 'uoxxXTH ^uo jo rans aqa anpxadojiddp
pup azxaoqnnp on anoA XTT^ noxansxQ aqa jx aas ox
I aiDIltfV
'X aiOIX^V pP9J: pup 'SuT^aara aqa aP auasajid asoqa 05 ano
passpd sanopupq snoxaPA aqa pauxpxdxa uaqa ^XT a>I ^BH
* (smooasspxo
axqpa-xod xxs 10 aspqoand) xi 31DIX"HV 5° aSpsspd spuannnoDax
uaqa pup *z pup x 310IXtfV 1° "[fsstuistp spuaimnooax pjtpog
aqa uaqa 'aaaapmnoo Suxuupxj aaxxasxa X ootl S aAxaP^adooo
p jo uopF9JD Suxzxxoqanp 'sasspd £ aiOII^V 31 'aupjtxpw aq^
ut saxox^jp aqa SuipapSaa uoT^TSod s,pj;pog x ooHDS 9tl:l pa^P^s
uaq^ an 'sinaxqoad aopds aqa o^ uox^nxos axqp^Tns p q^TA
dn arnoo o^ jpaX ^spd aqa isao s^JOjja s,papog x ootlD S aH :l
jo pa^x^} pup sxooqos aqa ux suox^xpuoo papA\oo:o aq^ pauxx^no
aH 'aupaaPAV aq^ uo s^uaraoioo Ajpuxinxxa^d auios paaajjo
uaq^ 'pjpog x oox;PS 9^1^ ^oj Sux^pads 'inoosupag * x\{
"passpd pup papuooas
sp*\ uox^oui aqx *ainx^ sxq^ up A}aax:jua s^x ux ^upxjpm
aq:j jo Suxppaa aq^ 9atba 03 paAoui uioosupjg spuioqx
•aaupx3axxv
jo aSpaxa 9^3 ux ^uasaad asoqa pax uaq^ ^XT a >I ,JW
•in-p£x : 0T 3P '^XI a >I ^eH 'ao^paapoH aq3
Xq aapao oa paxxc'-> sbw aox^^sxa xooqos 9Jlbb[\ aqa jo Sux^aain
aM5 'C aiDIX"aV uo a^oA aqa joj ^oxx^q ^adpd e aoj uoxaxiad f
pup * aa:nxinuio3 ^pn^s aapa^/^a^xuuan aq} 'uia^sXs punos'x^^PT
upqa ssax p 9uxuaaauoD s^uauiaounouup XxFuxraxxa^d a:a^jv
5861 '£Z qojPW
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*586i 'AHvnnaai 30 Ava
HIN33I3I3 SIHI 3HV3M OIVS IV SdNVH HflO aSdNfl N3AI0
•saBaA" aaaqa Suxnsua
aq:j joj pjBog xooq°S 9q3 J° s^aqraam ow} asooip ox '\
: SH3DI330 IDIHISId H03 3I0A
OX 'ONINHOH 3HX NI S001D.0 N3I XV '5861 'HDtfVH 30
AVd HXI13MX 3HX 'AVdSSflX NO XOIHISId OIVS NI TIVH
NMOI 3tfV3tt 3HX XV X33N OX d3I3IX0N A93TJ3H 3tfV flOA
tSJITBIIB ^OTJ^Sfa UT 9^0A O} paTITXBinb aJlBaft IO
UM03 aq3 ut qoxa^sTQ x o°q°S 9q3 10 srjuBaTqBqux aqq ox
3HIHSdWVH W3N 30 3XVXS
SJLBOTJJO jo uoTijoaxs
S86I















*586T 'AHvmiaaa ao Ava HiNaaiaia
sihx awaM aivs xv sonvh uno aaam N3AI9
•SuTnaara PTPS s^ogaq amoo
Xxi^Sax APtn qoTqw ssauTsnq aaqno aup ijopsupt:} oj, *gx
(uox^T^ad Xg) 'suosB9i
SuipiajaAO axqPTjT^snC tot }daoxa pauodrjsod aq 03 aou
st sSuT^aara asaqrj 10 ssauTsnq aq} apq:j ' jtaqrjariji 'XppTnriPs E
uo uoouaaoi aq} ut SuTOuannnoo jpaX qopa sSuinaan 10 Suirjaaw
:jdt.I3Stq X oolPS X FT Dads -10 I^nuuv s}T Pioq 03 pauoaaxp
aq pjpog x OOIPS a^P^M 9q3 apqa paAxosaa ax ag • q\
•oaaaaq} uoiiPxaT UT uoxaop aaq^o
Xup a^p^ ao '(005*3$) stpxxo(I paapurtH aATj pupsnoqx omj,
'mriTSPuniXS aqu ut s^qSxx auaiOTiia XSaaua xip 3 suT '(00 i7$)
sapxxoa pa^punH ^noj ' spaap ijaxTo:} Arpijuaraaxa ut s^qSix }uao
saaonxj xi F^ suT *(00£*I$) stpxxo(3 paTpunn uaAag pupsnoqj, auo
'Xooqos Xap^uamaxa aq} 10 apjs qijTou pup q^nos TTPdaT pup
^uxpd '(003*1$) sjpxxoa pa^punn omj, pupsnoqx auo ' sXpwxi^M
Xooqos vfim UT ^spq 3aod xi F ^ suT ' (001$) sapxx°a paapuriH
auo '^asoxo uprpo-jsno ut aax^uiads jaaPM xi E:* suT '(001*3$)
STPxx°a pa^punH auo pupsnoqj, owj, ' aoupua^uTPin /.iTPda.i
ioot x ooilDS M^TM : -*auupin Sutzaoxx°J 9lP UT pa^pooxx^ 9Cl
°3 (000*8$) STPXXoa pupsnoqj, :»q§T3 jo rans x E 3 3 aqa aaPiad





ut uotiiop .iaqno Xup a^P} jo aoaCo;id J^^as aq:j jo aoiAias
rjqap aqu jo uoxaaod s , noxjijSTp looqos aqa s^uasajdaa qoxq/A
3uaui:updaQ aawas 9J^9M 9lP ^°i pajtapuajt sxXTR i9was £861
Pup <786T '€861 9lP J° ^uauufed aq} aoi (I9Z'£I$) sjpxxoa 9U0
Xaxxs pue pajcpuriH oavx pupsnoqx uaa^^iqx io urns aqa a^p-jad
-oaddp pup 9STBJ [ITM aap^^STp xoo^ps 9M5 ?T 99S °X "CI
•o^aaaqa uoT^TB\dx ux uoxaap aaq^o aup a^P} jo saa^xJtwadX:*
DTuoj^osia artoj Xnuaw:} jo aspqaand aqn joi (0Z£'£I$) sjbxtoq
iC^uawj, pajpunn aa.*qx pupsnoqx uaaaaxqx io urns aq} a:jpx;id
-oaddp pup asxp:i XTTA aax-iasxp X ootlos 9lH ?T 99S °X 'Z\
(XB^oa uaSpnq ux aofl) 'o^ajaq^ uox:j
-PXa^ ux uoxqop .xaqno aup a^P} jo Xjtpssaoau sp suox^pjarix 1?
Suxpxxnq lonpuoo pup smooasspx ^I^^Jiod aspqojmd io aspax
°3 (000 '051$) sapxxoa pupsnoqx Xaixj pajpunH auo io urns aqn
a^PTadojddp pup asxp.1 XIT^ idjjlwiq 9U3 JT 39S °X 'IT
•UMO}
aqa Aq saxp} iCq pasxpjt aq oa si aaupxpq qoxq/* 'uoxaPx;tdo;tddp
aqa pup anuaAaj: pa^puiT^sa aq^ uaaAvrjaq aoupxpq aq} uara^oaxas
aqrj 05 iCxxn-iao 03 papog x ootPS 9m ' araooux Jtaqao qrjxtt
aaq^a2oa pxy uoTappunoj[ a^p^s 9I13 uioji paAxaaaji aq 0} paa
-puixasa aap sp sums qons 10 uoxapoxxddp aqa azxaoq^np 04 pup
'^oxaasTQ aqa 10 suox^pSxiqo xpn3 DH:i:lU00 PUP AJomnBas 10
^uauiApd aq:* aoi pup ' srjuaSp pup sxpt dTJJ° 30T j:* sTP X oolP s 3°
auauiiCpd aqa J.03 4 sxooqos jo ruoddns aq} joi a^PT^doaddp pup
astpji XIT^ aoxjcrjsxa aqa Aauora 10 urns :jpqtt aas ox '01
•oaaaaq^ uoi^pxaj ut uox^op
aaq^o Xup b?[B2 jlo uot^ptdossv sjaqapax a^part aq} q^iw *V : £LZ
VS^ o^ nupnsjcnd pa^PT^oSau s^uamaaaSp aqa jo srjjpd x BT°
-uputj aq^ Sujpunj 50 asodand aq^ j.03 aapxadoaddp pup asipa
02 a^OA XITM aoT^STCl 9^1^ Aauora jo urns }Pqw aas ox *6
•o^aaaq^ uoi^pxaj ut uot^op aaq^o Xup a^p^
j.o apaA xoo^s 58/^861 aH^ ^oj aanaxpuadxa ^T DTJ 9P ^ *oj
(000*29$) sapxxoa pupsnoqx omx-^^xts 30 urns aq^' a^PTjdoaddp
pup 9STBI XTT** aoi^^STP X ooi:los aM :J 5T a9S °X * 8
•oaaaaq^ uo-pPXSJ ut uot^op aaq^o Xup a^p^ 10 'g-02 : 86T
VS^ H^T^ aouppaoaop ut ^uamas^nquiTaa XTnJ a^n^T^suoo
spunj pips qoiq/i jloj idjjlisjq aqa jo suoxapSTxqo jo ^uauiXpd
aqu 04 paAiaoaa spunj Xup aijPTJidojtddp 04 pup '9Dinos aaq^o
aup ao/pup 'sa^p^s p95Tu(l 9M5 ao/pup aaiqsduiPH ^a^ jo a^p^s
aq} uiojij SuTuiooq^aoj aq aaajpao:aq 10 wou iCpra qoxqw sasod^nd
XPUOT^Ponpa j:oj sj:ajjo ao s^upjS xi^ ^o Xup '^oii^sxa 9"^ jo
JI Bll9ai uo ^daoop 05 pup aoj uojaPDixddp a^pra 05 papog x oOLl S
aqa aziaoqanp 05 anoA XTTM ^OT^^ sTa 9^ JT 99S °X "Z
•oaaaaq^ Sui^pxaj a:*OA Xup sspd pup uasoqo saaoTjjo Jo ' saa^
-^Tiumo^) ' sao^Tpny ' s^uaSy jo s^jodaj aqa jpaq ox *9
•aaTaasxa aq^ jo s^ua§v ^o saaoijjo
jcaq^o aup pup aaoTjjo aupnax P^p p:tPog x oOLlD S 9M5 jo saxap
-XPs aqa ^as 04 a^OA XI™ ^ot^^stq aq^ jt aas ox * S
81
'IDTJLiszp squ 03 ajtodsa f 10 uot:j
-FOTxqnd puF uoTiiFTFdsTd ' 03 pa^Turix aq }ou ^nq 'apnxouT 03
sasuadxa ' aa^ 5 11110103 Sutuufxj }dt:i:jstq X OOIPS aAT^FaadooQ aqa
10 ^aoddns aqa 101 (000*5$) S^XT°(I puFsnoqx ©atj 10 urns aqa
a:jFTido;tddF puF asiBi XTTA aoxj^s-pa 9qi JT a9S °X ' *j
• jtoijFTapoui aqn Aq pa:jUToddF
jo SuTiaara aqa }F parjoaxa aq XX^qs STaqmani aq:j Jtaqrjaqw
auTUuaaap puF (8T : 56I VS"H) P^og x°°qD S aqi 3° .zaquiara
f aq XT Blls tnoqw jo suo ISFax 3F STaijOA paTiTXFnb aaaqu
10 Sut^stsuod aa^^Tmoioo SuTmiFXd rjOT^STa xooq°S
v SATijFTa
-dooo f a^Fajo 05 anoA XTIM ^oTJasia sqa 37 a9S °X *£
•pjFog x oolPS ^q^ 3° uoTaaTOSjp aqi oa 3jax 9q °3 'q^T^aaaqa
uoTaoauuoo ut saa^aFin aaq^o \\v puF spuoq jo sa^ou 10 axFS
aq:j joi suoTSTAoad 'usajiaauT 10 aijFT 'asaaaauT go :juauiAFd 30
aDFxd puF aurc} aqx 'papuaraF sf 'ajTqsduiFH wa^ go pa^F^ouuv
saanaF^S pasTAa^ aq} 10 suoTSTAoad aqu q3TM aouFp^oooF
ut sa^ou 20 spuoq 10 axFS puF anssT aqa Aq urns ptfs asxFo:
03 puF 'uox^onj^suoo qons j.03 X^FSsaoau puF 03 x F ^uaPT ouT
sraa^T aaqao puF auaradoxaAap aaTS 'saai ^aq^o puF \t3j.v\i
-oa^XqojF ' auamdTnba puF sSuTqsTUJtnj SuTpnxouT 'xooqog q^TH
9ipaf\ aqi puF x°°q°S XaF^uaraaxa siFaft aq} 05 suoi^Faa^x^ 9 X cl
-Tssod qam 93T S XoollDS ^uasaad aq} uo parjFaox aq 05 x°°q° s
raooa uaAas f jo uot 3011:1 a suoo 201 (005*215$) stfxx°<1 pa^punn
aATJ puFsnoqx aAxa^x pajpurqj aAij 10 urns aq} a^FTJcdojiddF
puF azTioqariF 05 arjOA XXTM aoTHSTQ aq3 31 9as °X ' £
•pjFog xo°q°S 9q3 3° uot^aaosTp aqa oa 3jax ^q o^
<
qaxMa:t9q :l
uoT^oauuoo ut sjLdavm aaq^o XXP PUB spuoq jo sa^ou jo axFS
aqa joi suoxsTAo^d 'asaaa^ui 10 a}F;c ^saaa^UT jo ^uauiXFd jo
aoFxd puF arai^ aqx 'papuauiF sf 'ajxqsduiFH waN J° pa^F^ouuy
sa^n^F^s pasiAa^ aq^ 30 suoisiAoad aq} qrjTM aouFp^oooF
ut saaou ao spuoq 10 axFS puF anssT aq^ ^q mns ptfs asTFJt
03 puF 'uoTaon^^suoo qons jot AjFSsaoau puF 05 x p:JuaPT ouT
smarjT aaq^o puF ^uaradoxaAap a^TS ' saai ;caq:jo puF \bjlv\2
-oa^TqoJF ' auaradTnba puF sSuTqsTuang: SuTpnxouT 'xooqos q§TH
ajFa^ aq^ puF xooq°S ^JFauainaxa a^Fa/*\ aqa 03 suoT^F^a^x^
puF suoT^TppF 10 uoT^onaasuoo jog: (000*005*1$) saFxx°CI
puFsnoqx paapunn satj 'uotxxTW wo jo urns aqn a^FTadoaddF
puF azTJoq^nF oa 3}oa XXTM aoTJ^STa sq^ it aas ox 'I
: sxDarans onimohoj 3hi, Noan xov ox 'oninhow 3hx ni
^DOID.O N3X XV '5861 *HDHVW 10 AVO aHIHX AXN3MX
3HX AVdHflXVS NO XDI^XSia dlVS NI WniSVNWAO 100HDS
3HV3M 3HX XV X33H OX OSIilXON A93H3H 3^V flOA
:SJTFIJF ^OTJ^STa UT 3IOA O^ paTTTXFUb 9IP9ft TO
UM03 3qi ut ^OTTasTa X OOIPS aq^ 3° s^uF^TqFqui 3q^ ox
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*986T 'AtfVmi933 10 AVa HI.N33I
-sno3 sihx 3W3M aivs iv saNVH nno naciNn nbaid
•Suiaaaai piBS a;ioiaq araoa
Xxx^Sax afui qoiqM ssaircsnq Jiaqrjo aue ^oesuEj:^ oj, *6
'oidj.B\\2 uoT^FX aa UT uot^of aaquo auf a^B} 03 ^o innxspuuiiCS
aq:j ut asoq} aopx^a^ o:* s;taqoBa-[q Suiseqajirid jo asodand aqa
JQ? (000* 0T$) sjpxI°Q puEsnoqx uax jo urns aqa a:}ET;tdo;[ddB
pup 9STFJ TITM aaxaasTQ xooqos ^13 31 aas °1 '8
•oaajaqrj uoTiv\dJi
ux uoTaoe aaqijo aub a^eri 03 10 uiarjsAs uu:b"[e bjltj. x ooT-l S
X^Bauainaxa uf 10 uoi^FXT e:l suT PUB asBipjmd aq:; aoj (005*9$)
sjLB\\oq paapunH satj piiFsnoqx xxg 10 inns aq:} a^FTJ:doj:ddp
pile asTHj IT™ ^OTa^STQ -[° olPS aiP 5T aas °X ' Z.
•oaaTaqa uottbx3t ut
uottob Taqao Aub a^BT -*o uoT^oauuoo qons Tog ATBSsaoau puB
oa -[ E^uaPTDUT suiarjT Taqao puB sasuadxa 8uTTBTado ' jawas umot
aqa 05 x oolP s 3lP SuTaoauuoo go asodTnd aqa Tog (000*53$)
stbxx°(3 puBsnoqx aAT,j-AauaMx go rans aqa aaBTTdoTddB
puB 3STBJ IT™ aoTTasTQ looqos aqa it aas ox *9
•oaaTaqa uoTTBxaT ut uoTaaB
Taqao Aub a^Ba 10 'raaasAs uofTBaTodsuBTa paddBOfpuBq umo sax
SuTTBTado puB SuTSBqoTnd 10 asodand aqa Tog uopEmodsuBia
paddFOTpuBq Tog paaBOOXX^ saTuora puadxa oa pTBog x ooiPS
aqa azTToqanB XITM aoTTasTa xooqos aqa gT aas ox *£
•uMoa aqa
Aq saxsa Aq pasTBT aq oa si aouBXBq qoTq/* ' uoTTBTTdoTddB aqa
pup anu9A9i paaBurtasa aq} uaa/*aaq aouBxeq aqa uainaaax^S aqa
oa AgTTTao oa pTBog x ooiPS ail3 ' araoouT Taqao qaxM TaqaaSoa
PXV uoTTBpuno^ aasas 3^3 raoTg paATaoaa aq oa paaBuriasa 9ib
sb sums qons go uoTTBDTxddB aqa azTToqanB 05 puB ' aoTTasig
aqa go suoT^BSxxqo -[vmovxiuoo puB AroanaBas go auaraABd
aqa 303: pup 'sauaSB puB sxBTOTggo ^DU^STp x ooxP s 1° TuamABd
aqa 103: ' sxooqos go aToddns aq} Tog aaBTTdoTddB puB 9Stbj
XXT^ aoTTTSTQ x ooiPS 3^15 Aauom go rans aBqw aas ox * ty
•oaaTaqa uottbx3t ut uottob Taqao Aub a^Ba 10 *g-0Z : 86I
VS"H M^T^ aauBpaoooB ut auamasTnquiTaT XTn? aanaxasuoo
spung pTBS qoTqn Tog aoTTasTQ- aqa jo suoT}B§Txqo go auaraABd
aqa oa paATaoaT spuing: Aub aaBTTdoTddB oa puB ' aoTnos Taqao
Aub To/puB saaBas paTTUfl aqa TO/puB aTTqsduiBH waft go aaBas
aqa uioTg SuTraooqaJtog aq TaagBaaaq to wou Abui qajqw sasodTnd
XBuoTTBonpa Tog STaggo to stubtS xi E JLO ^UB 'totttsto aqT go
gXBqaq uo adaoDB oa puB Tog uoTTBOTxddB a^Bra ot pTBog x°OM^S
aqT azTToqariB ot aaoA XITA totttstq aqa gT aas ox *C
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